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ABSTRACT
The Use of Scordatura in Heinrich Biber*s
Harmonia Artificioso-Ariosa
by
Margaret Kehl Mitchell
Violin scordatura, the alteration of the normal g-d'-a'-e" tuning
of the instrument, originated from the spirit of musical experimentation
in the early seventeenth century.

Closely tied to the construction and

fittings

scordatura was

of

the

baroque

violin,

used

to

expand

the

technical and coloristlc resources of the instrument.
Each country used scordatura within its own musical style.

Al¬

though scordatura was relatively unappreciated in seventeenth-century
Italy,

the

technique was

occasionally used

to aid

chordal playing.

Germany and Austria exploited the technical and coloristlc benefits of
scordatura to produce chords, Imitative passages, and special effects.
England used scordatura primarily to alter the tone color of the violin,
while the technique does not appear to have been used in seventeenthcentury France.
Scordatura was used for possibly the most effective results in the
works of Heinrich Ignaz Franz von Biber (1644-1704), a virtuoso violin¬
ist and composer.

Scordatura appears in three of Biber*s works—the

"Mystery

Sonatae

Sonatas",

Ariosa—although

the

reasons in each set.

violino

technique was

solo,
used

and
for

Harmonia

Artificioso-

fundamentally

different

In the "Mystery Sonatas", scordatura was used to

produce various tone colors and to facilitate certain technical feats.
In Sonatae violino solo, scordatura appears to have been used as one of
the many visual and technical experiments of the set

ill

Harmonia Artificioso-Ariosa,

a

set

of

seven

scordatura primarily to increase the sonority of

trio

sonatas,

the work.

used

All the

tunings make the solo instruments more resonant, and the use of scorda¬
tura effects, such as unisons and multiple stops, increase the amount of
sound produced.

Biber's choice of key,

instrumentation,

and texture

also contribute to the greater sonority of the set.
Unfortunately, no reliable modern edition of the work is available.
The only modern edition, published in the PenkmHler

der

Tonkunst

in

Usterreich series, is handicapped by numerous transcription errors and
an incorrect statement of the title of the work.
A

corrected

edition

is

necessary,

for

future

scholarship

and

performance of Harmonia Artificioso-Ariosa require an accurate reproduc¬
tion of the work.

Historically, Harmonia Artificioso-Ariosa is one of

the rare examples of two solo instruments in scordatura, and the work
deserves further scholarly attention.

For the modern performer, Har¬

monia

the

Artificioso-Ariosa would

expand

challenging and rewarding musical experience

repertoire

and

provide

a
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CHAPTER 1
THE SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY VIOLIN
The Maker-Performer-Composer Relationship
The simultaneous occurrence of virtuoso violin makers, players, and
composers

produced a stimulating musical environment

century Europe.

in seventeenth-

The art of violin making flourished in the hands of

Cremonese and Tyrolean makers, and violin technique developed and spread
through the talents of the virtuosi.

Composers set down the musical

results made possible by these developments.
The relationship between violin makers, performers, and composers
was strengthened by the fact that these professions often overlapped.
Jacob Stainer (c.1617-83) and Antonio Stradivari (1644Î-1737), although
historically famous for their violin-making skills, were also celebrated
violinists in their day.*

Similarly, a list of some of the most impor¬

tant seventeenth-century violinists—Marco Uccellini

(1603-80), Arcan¬

gelo Corelli (1653-1713), Johann Jakob Walther (c.1650-1717), Heinrich
Ignaz Franz von Biber (1644-1704), and Jean-Baptiste Lully (1632-1687)
—is also a list of some of the most important composers of seventeenthcentury violin music.
This maker-performer-composer interdependence produced violin music
that was specifically conceived for the instrument, as opposed to music
with unset instrumentation or non-idiomatic writing.

Since so much of

seventeenth-century violin music is closely tied to the instrument, an
understanding of the early violin is an essential step toward an under¬
standing of the music.

The most highly prized violins of the seven¬

teenth century, according to contemporary accounts, were those of Jacob
Stainer, the "first great Austrian maker."

1

Their reputation rivaled

2
and, especially in England and Germany, possibly exceeded that of the
violins of Nicola Amati (1596-1684).^
Francesco

Mario

Veracini

(1690-c.1750)

and

Pietro

Locatelli
4

(1695-1764),

two Italian virtuosi,

owned and played Stainer violins.

According to one source, the frontispiece of Leopold Mozart's Violinschllle (1756)

shows the author holding his "beloved" Stainer.^

Johann

Sebastian Bach's property specifications list a Stainer violin at four
times the value of his "ordinary" violin,**

As late as 1853, an English

historian claimed that the violins of Cremona are exceeded only by those
of Stainer, a German, whose instruments are remarkable for a full and
piercing tone..
There is evidence that Heinrich Biber played Stainer instruments
and knew the maker himself.

Extensive correspondence between Stainer

and the Olomouc Court of Prince-Bishop Liechtenstein occurred, for the

g
most part,

during Biber's time there (c.

1668-70)

as a "musicus and

9
camerdiener."

These letters concerned

the purchase of

a number of

instruments for the court and resulted in four Stainer violins and seven
Stainer violas in Liechtenstein's collection.
Stainer

and

Biber

seemed

to

hold

each

other

in

high

regard.

Stainer wrote to the Olomouc Court of "der vortreffliche virtuos herr
Biber."**

When Biber disappeared from court,

one of Liechtenstein's

agents searched for the missing musician at Stainer's home in Absam.

12

The Stainer-Biber connection continued through Biber's move from Liech¬
tenstein's court to the Salzburg court of Archbishop Maximilian Gandolph, Count Khuenberg, in c.1670.

Three Stainer violins and a Stainer

viola da gamba were purchased for the Salzburg court between 1671 and
1675

13

3
Modifications and Additions to the
Seventeenth-Century Violin
The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries' predilection for Stainer
violins seems misguided in the light of later centuries' preference for
Italian

instruments,

especially

those

of

Stradivari.

In

truth,

the

later popularity of Italian instruments was primarily the result of a
change in aesthetic and acoustic demands.
As the role of the soloist became more important and as concerts
moved from the private chamber to the public concert hall, the violin
needed to become louder and more brilliant.
ieved,

These results were a- ch-

in part, by raising the general pitch level.

The seventeenth-

century violin, in its original form, could not withstand the increased
tension on the strings, added pressure on the bridge, and extra strain
on the neck that resulted from this rise in pitch.

14

The seventeenth-century violin was radically altered to meet these
new demands.

These

interior

and

exterior modifications were better

tolerated by the flat-bodied instruments of Stradivari than the higharched models of Stainer and Amati.
possible,
vari's

for the first time,

robust,

"The higher tension ... made it

to awaken the full activity of Stradi¬

resilient arching,

but

...

the average effect on the

Amatese and Stainer types was to overload them."*^

This explains the

depreciation of the once highly-prized Stainer instruments.
The shell of the violin body has remained unchanged throughout the
centuries, but interior reinforcements became necessary for the instru¬
ment to be able to withstand the increased tension.

The average bass

bar of a 1650 to 1750 violin measured 9 1/2" long, 3/16" wide, and 1/4"
deep in the center.

These dimensions increased throughout the centuries

until they reached the modern proportions of 10 1/2" long, 1/4" wide,

A
and 7/16" deep.

16

The soundpost also became thicker for added support.

The James Talbot manuscript of the late seventeenth century claimed that
the soundpost should be "the thickness of a goosequill,"^
much too small to support modern tension.
approximately 6 mm. in diameter.

a

diameter

The modern soundpost measures

18

External modifications of the seventeenth-century violin were more
numerous than the internal alterations of the instrument.
fingerboard,

bridge,

tailpiece,

and

strings

were

altered,

The neck,
and

new

fittings were added when they became necessary.
The neck of the seventeenth-century violin was glued and nailed in
place, set at an almost straight angle to the body of the instrument.
Since only two glued surfaces and a few nails from the Inside block held
the neck in position, the neck was left fairly thick to provide added
strength.

19

Because of the almost straight angle of the neck to the

body of the instrument, the fingerboard had to be wedged to keep it from
touching the belly of the violin (see Appendix, Example 1).

The major¬

ity of seventeenth-century fingerboards were made of maple, hollowed out
wherever possible for lightness and often veneered with ebony for wear.
This fingerboard was up to 2 1/2" shorter than the modern fingerboard,
and the nut was 1/A" closer to the peg box than on the modern instru¬
ment.
The neck of the modern violin is tilted back at an angle, forming a
tapered dovetail mortice joint with the rib and top block.

These four

glued surfaces form a strong joint, so that the neck and heel of the
instrument can be proportioned thinner than those of the seventeenthcentury violin.

20

The modern fingerboard, in addition to its increased

length, is also shaped slightly different than its seventeenth-century

5
counterpart.

Made of solid ebony,

the modern fingerboard is hollowed

out underneath.
The bridge of the seventeenth-century violin and that of the modern
violin

differ

considerably.

Although

the

height

of

varied, the Talbot manuscript gives a low figure of 1",
the modern height of 1
relatively

flat

1/4".

early

bridges

21 in contrast to

The arch of early bridges varies from

to approximate modern curve.

A surviving Stradivari

bridge shows a model somewhat thicker, lower, narrower, and more open in
design than the modern bridge.

22

The addition of the chin rest to the seventeenth-century violin
reflects a change in playing technique.
teenth centuries,
Through

the

In the seventeenth and eigh¬

the violin lay on the violinist's left collarbone.

course of

the centuries,

the violin became more

firmly

anchored by the chin, and the chin moved from the right to the left side
of the tailpiece.

23

Ludwig Spohr (1784-1859) introduced the chin rest,

first appearing as a small piece of ivory attached to the tailpiece, in
the nineteenth century.
4

The addition of the fine tuner of the violin reflects the switch
from a gut to a metal E-string in the early twentieth-century.

Through¬

out the seventeenth century, all the violin strings were made of uncov¬
ered gut.

Brass and silver-wound strings were described as early as

1687 by Jean Rousseau in his Traite de la Viole, but he mentions their
use only in connection with the viola d'amore.

24

Since an uncovered gut G-string is thick and relatively unrespon¬
sive,

a

century.

metal-wound

G-string

was

accepted

in

the

early

eighteenth

Metal-wound D and A-strings, as well as a steel E, have become

common only in the twentieth century.

A violin encyclopedia published

6
in 1925 still states that the "fourth or G-string is the only covered
string used on the violin."

25

The Bow
Seventeenth-century bows,

unlike

the violins

of

the

same

time,

could not be altered to meet the musical and technical needs of suc¬
ceeding generations.

"The modern Tourte bow, perfected about 1780 and

based on different principles of design, rendered the old bows obsolete
,.26
♦ • •

There is no typical seventeenth and early eighteenth-century bow.
It was

a

time

of

extensive experimentation

in bow-making,

country developed its own model to best execute its

and

each

special musical

requirements.
The French bow was short, relatively straight, and held with the
thumb under the frog.

This bow, coupled with the thumb-under grip, was

well-suited to produce the rhythmic articulation necessary in French
dance music.^
The Italian bow was longer than the French bow, although Its 24-28"
length is still short of the modern bow’s 29 1/2".

The Italian bow was

straight or slightly convex and had a narrower ribbon of hair than the
Tourte model.
allowed

For the Italian sonata player,

cantabile

passages

to be

played

the length of this bow

smoothly,

while

the

fairly

straight stick allowed repeated notes, broken chords, and string crossings at high speeds to be articulated clearly.

28

The German bows were not standardized in regard to length, but they
were usually rather heavily constructed with a convex stick.

This type

7
of

bow was

particularly

well-suited

to

the

German

inclination

for

polyphonic string playing.
The frontispiece of Biber’s Sonatae violino solo of 1681
partially hidden bow that may have been used by the composer.

29

shows a
Although

the length of the bow cannot be determined, the stick appears to be very
slightly convex.
While no precise estimate, based upon the standard size
of the violin in the engraving is possible (because the
lower end of the instrument seems to be shortened by per¬
spective) , comparison with the length of the F-holes and the
center bouts would indicate that the bow hair at th^frog
was perhaps one and one-quarter inches from the stick.
This very high frog would make the lower middle part of the bow
excellent for multiple stops and would make the upper half excellent for
passagework.

Whether the depicted bow belonged to Biber or not, it is

certainly a typical German bow of

the

last half

of

the seventeenth

century.
Although regional differences did exist,

the majority of

seven¬

teenth-century bows in all countries were made of snakewood and had a
pike's head tip.
mid-century,

Devices to tighten and loosen the hair varied.

the dentated bow was common with its

In

series of notched

teeth along the frog and an iron catch to hook over one of the teeth to
hold the nut in place.

The modern screw mechanism appeared in the last

years of the seventeenth century.
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CHAPTER 2
VIOLIN SCORDATURA
Terminology
The word scordatura refers to "the mistuning of a string instrument
to some standard other than that which is commonly used."*
Italian verb

scordare

("to put

out

of

tune"),

scordatura

From the
implies a

deviation from a set tuning, rather than one of several possible tun¬
ings.
Eighteenth-century

German,

English,

and

technique also have negative connotations.

French

terms

for

the

The German Verstimmung, from

the verb verstimmen ("to put out of tune"), means "annoyance" as well as
scordatura.

The English "mis-tuning", with its prefix mis-, indicates

error or wrongness.

The French terms for scordatura-dlscorde, discord-

able, and discordant—mean "out of tune" and "discordant."
Impartial
Schmelzer,

terminology,

though less

in his Sonata for

common,

also

exists.

two violins and continuo,

Johann

explains his

tunings in a supplementary note that reads:
I may have forgotten [to include] the cordatura tunings
to the sonata which I have already sent. The cordatura
for the first violin is c'-g'-c'^f". The cordatura for
the second violin is f-c'-g’-c".
Schmelzer’s use of the term cordatura, related to the Italian term
accordatura
dered

(from accordare-"to tune"),

the given pitches

tunings rather

implies that Schmelzer consi¬
than mis-tunings.

This

same

impartiality is also seen in the first publicationof Heinrich Biber's
Harmonia Artificioso-Ariosa.
over

the

tuning.

tuning

for

In this set,

each suite,

even

the term accord is placed

over

the

standard

g-d'-a’-e"

The use of accord, although no manuscript exists to determine

10

11
if this was Biber's or the editor's terminology, implies that all these
tunings were considered equal.
Neutral

terminology

modern German.

is also

found

in

the

use

of

Umstimmung

in

From the verb umstimmen ("to retune"), Umstimmung has

none of the negative connotations of the eighteenth-century Verstimmung.
In English,
tuning."

the phrase

"altered

tuning"

occasionally

replaces

"mis-

The French terms avale and ravale (also avalle and ravalle),

meaning "to lower", are also used to designate the lowering and raising
of strings in violin scordatura.

Origins
The most prevalent theory concerning the origin of violin scordatura, espoused by scholars such as Andreas Moser
claims

that

lute

and/or

viol

retuning

3

and David D. Boyden,

inspired

violin

4

scordatura.

Although some factors support this theory, others reveal dissimilarities
between the various techniques.
The tuning of the lute was standardized in the sixteenth century,
although the sixth course was often lowered to extend the range of the
instrument.

The terms for this lowering, avale and ravale (also avalle

and ravalle) were also used to describe violin scordatura in the Ba
roque.
In the early seventeenth century,

lutenists

number of different tunings until the A-d-f-a-d’-f'
as the standard tuning in mid-century.

experimented with a
scheme was adopted

The diapasons, bass strings that

run alongside the fingerboard and cannot be stopped with the left hand,
continued to be re tuned according to the key of each piece. **
Although the viol family as a whole was standardized in tuning, a
few members of the family were distinguished by their use of diverse

12
tunings.

The lyra viol, essentially a small bass viol popular in the

seventeenth
tunings.

century,

was

known

for

its use

of

over

fifty different

Bass viol players often retuned their instruments to play lyra

viol music, making it more accurate to speak of playing the viol "lyra-

g
way" rather than the technique of playing lyra viol.
The earliest tunings for the lyra viol in the beginning of the
seventeenth century were probably the result of attempts to ease the
difficulties of playing polyphonic music on a bowed instrument.
in the century, certain tunings were related to specific keys.

Later
By the

last half of the century, new tunings were invented by composers purely
as a sign of accomplishment.^
The plethora of tunings for the lyra viol was out of hand by the
last quarter of the seventeenth century, and suggestions to limit the
number of tunings became common.

Thomas Mace, in his Musick's Monument

(1676), states that:
... the Wit of Man shall never Invent Better Tunings ...
than are at this day in Being, and Use; for questionless,
All Ways have been Tryed to do I£, and the very Best is now
in Being; so that let none expect more New Tunings, than now
they have, except some Silly, and Inferiour Ones, (as
several I have all along seen) but ^hey dye [sic] quickly,
and follow after their Inventors ...
The viola d'amore, a descendant of both the viol and violin family,
was famous in the eighteenth and late seventeenth centuries for having a
multitude

of

tunings.

The seventeenth-century

instrument was

small,

shallow-ribbed, and shaped like a viol, and its seven metal strings had
no standard tuning.

Normally, the strings were tuned to the tonic triad

of the piece to be played.

These variable tunings caused problems, and

Leopald Mozart comments that the viola d'amore "unfortunately suffers
q
frequently from mis-tuning"

in his ViolinschUle (1756).
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Although violin scordatura may have originated from the retuning
practices of the lute and lyra viol and may have been inspired by the
later practice of the viola d'amore, violin scordatura is essentially a
completely different practice.

In the early seventeenth century,

the

lute did not have a standard tuning, and the lyra viol and viola d'amore
did not have set tunings throughout the century.
other hand,

had a standard tuning of g-d'-a'-e"

The violin, on the
from its inception.

Philibert Jambe-der Fer, as early as 1556, states that the violin "has
only four strings, which are tuned in fifths."^
Violin scordatura, as the alteration of a fixed tuning,

is very

different from retuning as the norm for the early seventeenth-century
lute,

lyra-viol, and viola d'amore.

In this light, violin scordatura

can perhaps best be seen as originating from the general climate of
musical experimentation in the early seventeenth century,

rather than

from techniques that are essentially different.
This atmosphere of musical experimentation, with its interest in
new sonorities and instrumental techniques, can also explain the sudden
shift to unstandardized lute tunings, the popularity of the new tech¬
nique of playing the viol "lyra-way," and the emergence of new instru¬
ments such as

the viola d'amore.

Developments

of

the technical and

musical potential of the instruments increased at this time and idio¬
matic instrumental styles resulted.
Seventeenth-century violinists explored the technical potential of
their

instrument,

experimenting

with

techniques

such

as

pizzicato,

tremolo, portamento, glissando, col legno, and sul ponticello that would
not become part of the standard musical vocabulary of the instrument for

14
centuries.

The use of scordatura, with all its technical and coloristic

benefits, can be seen as further exploration of the potential of the
seventeenth-century violin.

The Advantages of Scordatura
Almost all of the seventeenth-century composers who used scordatura
were violinists as well as composers, and their violinistic knowledge
enabled them to use the technique to full advantage.
scordatura, exploited throughout the century,

The benefits of

can be divided into two

broad categories: 1) technical and 2) coloristic benefits.
Scordatura

was

first

used

as

a

technical

aid,

making

certain

passages easier to play and making certain otherwise impossible passages
feasible.

Scordatura tunings facilitated certain types of passagework

by decreasing the use of weaker fingers and the number of shifts in the
left hand and by decreasing the number of string crossings for the right
hand.
In Example 1, a C major scale in one octave requires the use of
only the strong first and second fingers when played with a c'-e’-g'-c"
tuning.

The third and fourth fingers, naturally weaker than the first

two, are not needed at all.

la)

as fingered with
c'-e’-g'-c"
tuning

lb)

as fingered
with normal
tuning

O

i

Û

2

O

/ 1 3

» 0

f-b

Ex. 1.

I

2,

o

i

O

%

H'

C major scale with scordatura and normal fingerings
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Awkward string crossings and shifts can be minimized through the
use of scordatura, as shown in Example 2, a presto passage from Heinrich
Biber's Mystery Sonata //3.

The passage, when played on a normally tuned

violin (Ex. 2a), requires three non-adjacent string crossings if played
in first position.

If the passage is played in a higher position to

eliminate the awkward string crossings, shifts and/or extensions become
necessary.
(Ex.

2b),

The same passage,

played with Biber's b-f#'-b'-d"

requires only adjacent

tuning

string crossings and can be played

comfortably in first position.

2a)

as played with
with normal
tuning

2b)

as played with
b-f#'-b'-d" tuning

Ex. 2.

H. Biber's Mystery Sonata #3, mm. 13-4.
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The first beat of Example 2 demonstrates the main technical advan¬
tage of scordatura—chord playing.

With normal tuning

(Ex.

2a),

the

b-f#'-b' chord requires the first finger on the A-string and the second
finger across the D and G-strings.

With Biber's scordatura tuning (Ex.

2b), the same chord can be played with three open strings.
The main difficulty of playing chords on a normally tuned violin,
with all its strings tuned a perfect fifth apart, is playing intervals
smaller than a perfect fifth,
two

stopped

notes,

these

12

as shown in Example 3.

intervals

require

awkward

When played with
cross-fingering,

16
where the higher finger

13

must reach across to the lower string.

The

unison is complicated further by a stretch out of position.

/

_

/

[{

-rT

*

-f\

Ex. 3.

f

z,

2.

i

3

3

3

'

ft

'

t i
H' H-

il

3

Fingerings for intervals smaller than a perfect fifth.

Scordatura tunings that use intervals smaller than a perfect fifth
make

these

intervals much easier

to

play,

eliminating

the need

for

cross-fingering or confining its use to the more agile first and second
fingers.

The preference for tuning in these smaller intervals is well

documented,

for every known

scordatura

tuning requires

at

least

one

that

use

interval smaller than a perfect fifth.
There

are

only

two

known

seventeenth-century

tunings

intervals larger than a perfect fifth, Heinrich Biber's Mystery Sonata
#11 and Mystery Sonata #13,*^ and both of these pieces use the large
intervals

for particular

technical

feats.

Mystery Sonata #11,

tuned

g-g'-d'-d", uses the interlocking octaves to play a melody in octaves,
while the a-e'-c#"-e" tuning of Mystery Sonata #13 facilitates the first
movement's

trills

in sixths.

It

is

interesting

to note

that,

even

within these exceptional tunings, intervals smaller than a perfect fifth
appear alongside the larger intervals.
Scordatura tunings not only make certain chords easier, but they
often make

otherwise

impossible

chords

feasible.

In Example 4,

the

d’-f#'-a'-d" chord is impossible to play on a normally-tuned violin, for
two notes lie on one string no matter how it

is

fingered.

With an

17
a-e'-a'-d" tuning, the same chord becomes not only possible, but
extremely resonant through the use of two open strings.

)

*

7 ^

J ..... A* .

u

e.
7

:

T*

:

as5 it sounds

:

,

,

as it is played with a-e'-a'-d"

tuning

Ex. A.

Comparison of a D major chord in normal tuning with
the same chord in a scordatura tuning.

Scordatura was also used, on rare occasions, to extend the range of
the instrument, making notes lower than g possible and making high notes
on the E-string easier to play.

In Schmelzer's Sonata for two violins

and

seventeenth-century

continuo,^

extension,

the

only known

example

of

range

the first violin is tuned up to c'-g'-c"-f" and the second

violin is tuned down to f-c'-g'-c".

The raised E-string of the first

violin allows the violinist to play c'1' with ease, a note that would
require a shift or extension in normal tuning.

The second violin, with

its lowered G-string, provides an otherwise impossible low f that is
particularly effective in this F major piece.
Although the technical benefits of scordatura can be used to great
advantage, it is the coloristic benefits of the technique that are most
interesting.

When used for coloristic purposes, scordatura can make the

violin

or

more

less

resonant,

imitate

other

instruments,

and

make

special tonal effects possible.
The most common coloristic use of scordatura is to make the violin
more resonant by reinforcing the principle overtones of a key.

Seven-
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teenth-century scordatura works are most often written in A major,

D

major, and D minor, keys that are resonant on a normally tuned violin.
The slight alterations of these tunings, shown in Example 5, make the
already resonant instrument even more sonorous.
These popular tunings all keep at least one of the strings at its
original tuning.
keep

Generally, these tunings raise the G and D-strings,

the A-string constant, and keep or lower the E-string.

On the

baroque violin, these alterations make practical and acoustical sense.
The gut G-string and the gut D-string of the seventeenth-century violin
were thick and slow to respond; therefore, raising their pitch made them
thinner and more responsive.

The E-string, thin and prone to break, was

more reliable at lower tensions.
Acoustically, these tunings tend to reinforce the principal over¬
tones of the key.

All but one of these tunings use the octave a and a',

which is the tonic of A major and the dominant of D major and D minor.
The first D minor tuning also incorporates an octave d' and d", result¬
ing in octave tonic and dominant pitches.

An A major triad is outlined

in two of the tunings, reinforcing the tonic triad of A major and the
dominant triad of D minor.

J
1
(j

p
J*
A
#
J

A

C
*

:

/

*

^

-tA major

Ex. 5.

D major

**

/
y-

r

« - f^ .

v-

-

y-

D minor

The most common seventeenth-century scordatura tunings
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Mixed sonorities result from tunings that raise and lower strings
simultaneously.

With these tunings,

the response and volume of each

string change as well as the interrelationship between the strings.
result is a radical alteration of the sound of the instrument.

The

The more

the tuning differs from the traditional g-d'-a'-e" tuning, the less the
instrument sounds like a violin.
These

tunings

instruments.

enabled

the

violin

to be

used

to

imitate

other

Tunings in perfect fourths, with an optional third, recall

the tuning of the older viol family.

Trumpets were often imitated, as

seen in Marco Uccellini's Tromba sordina per sonare con Violino solo^
and

Heinrich

Biber's

Mystery

Sonata

#12.^

in

giber’s

work,

"The

Ascension," the c'-e'-g’-c" tuning is used to play trumpet fanfares in
the opening Intrada and the following Aria Tubicinum.
Scordatura tunings also make special tonal effects possible, using
retuned open strings to great effect.

In Example 6, the ringing sound

of the alternation between the open e^, and the open g' strings and the
bariolage between the open and stopped g*

would be

impossible on a

normally-tuned violin.

O O O O
Ex. 6.

X O

2, O

Heinrich Biber's Mystery Sonata #6, m. 36.
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The Disadvantages of Scordatura
Although there are many advantages in using scordatura, the disad¬
vantages of the technique account for its relatively rare use in modern
violin playing.

These disadvantages, ranging from annoying difficulties

for the performer to possible damage

to

the

instrument

itself,

have

severely limited the use of scordatura.
The possibility of damage to the violin, although very slight, is
the only real threat of scordatura.

Damage would occur only if

the

strings were tuned higher than normal and if the resulting added tension
were left on the instrument for a long period of time.

Seventeenth-

century violins that have been converted to modern specifications often
suffer from the same sort of added pressure,

for modern pitch is at

least a semitone higher than seventeenth-century pitch.

This additional

tension causes many old instruments to suffer from cracks and collapsing
bellies.

19

In addition to the possible damage to the instrument,
also causes problems for the performer.

scordatura

The main problem of scordatura

performance is keeping the violin in the altered tuning, for the instru¬
ment tends to drift back to its usual g-d'-a'-e" state.

One solution,

described by a twentieth-century baroque violinist, is to use one violin
for scordatura works and to use a different instrument for works in
normal tuning.

Using this system, the scordatura violin can be retuned

well in advance of the performance of a particular scordatura piece,
giving the violin time to settle in to the altered tuning.
keeps the performer from having to retune constantly.

This system

20

The performer must also become accustomed to different left and
right hand responses with each tuning.

When strings are raised, more

21
left hand pressure and less bow speed and pressure are needed.

Con¬

versely, less left hand pressure and more vigorous bowing are required
when string tension is lowered.
lower

all

the

strings

Scordatura tunings that do not raise or

simultaneously

left and right hand needs.

produce

an awkward mixture

of

Although an excellent violinist would be

able to compensate for such variables, the different feel and response
of each string would require quite an amount of adjustment.
Scordatura tunings can also effect the strings adversely, for some
tunings require the strings to be raised as much as a perfect fourth
above their normal pitch.

Although the gut strings used on a seven¬

teenth-century violin are more resilient than their modern metal and
metal-wound counterparts, there is still a limit to the amount of added
tension they can withstand before breaking.
Virtually all seventeenth-century scordatura tunings take certain
precautions to decrease the chance of string breakage.
rious E-string,

The most preca¬

for example, is tuned higher in only one known work,

Schmelzer's Sonata for two violins and continuo, and this piece requires
that the E-string be raised only a semitone.

Every other tuning, in

deference to the vulnerability of the E-string,
pitch or lowers the tension.

leaves the string at

The more flexible A-string can be raised

to clt", the highest tuning required, without breakage, and the thick D
and G-strings can withstand tunings as much as a fourth above their
regular pitch.
There are a few scordatura works that require restringing of the
instrument, but these alterations never require strings other than the
traditional G, D, A, and E-strings.

Biber's Mystery Sonata #11, tuned

22
g-g'-d'-d",

requires

that

the

two middle

solution to Biber's Mystery Sonata #8,
clear-cut.

strings

be

switched.

tuned d'-f'-g'-d",

The

is not

so

A metal-wound G-string would have difficulty reaching the d'

this sonata requires*

22

so the most obvious solution would be to substi¬

tute a D-string for the G-string.

Another solution would be to tune the

G-string up as high as it could go, retuning the rest of the instrument
accordingly.

This would only be possible if the continuo unit had the

same option of retuning (plucked or bowed strings) or could transpose to
another key easily (keyboard).
This idea of relative tuning is not
datura.

strictly confined to scor-

As late as 1694, John Playford writes in his An Introduction to

the Skill of Mustek that the violinist "must wind up his first or Treble
String as high as it will bear"
accordingly.

This

variable

23

and then tune the rest of the violin

tuning,

coupled

with

the

unstandardized

pitch level of the seventeenth century, makes all retuning experiments
subject to great variation and makes many theories possible.
One retuning theory, espoused by Elias Dann, seems to be imprac¬
tical in performance, antithetical to scordatura aesthetics, and con¬
trary to historical evidence.

Dann believes that there "can be little

possibility of a satisfactory performance of a scordatura sonata if the
strings which sound well as g d' a* e" are retuned differently."
feels

that gut

different pitch,

strings of
so that

24

Dann

the proper gauge must be chosen for each
the four strings will sound homogeneous

in

every tuning.
For the violinist, this theory would be quite impractical.
Biber's

set

of

"Mystery Sonatas",

To play

the violinist would need nineteen

different strings to satisfy Dann's requirements.

More disturbing is

23
Damv’s contention that a homogeneous sound is the ideal, for one of the
main benefits

of

scordatura

is

its

ability

to

produce

varied

tone

colors.
Historical evidence also contradicts Dann's theory.

Pieces that

require retuning in mid-composition, such as Marini's Op. 8, #2, Schmelzer's Suite #1, and Biber's Sonata #6, preclude the use of different
strings for each tuning.
that

the

Seventeenth-century terminology clearly states

standard g-d'-a'-e"

strings were

tuned

to unusual pitches.

However, if appropriate string gauges were used to produce these altered
tunings, the tunings would be, in a sense, correct.

Notation
One of the most Intriguing aspects of scordatura is its notation.
Early composers of scordatura works experimented with diatonic tablature
and regular staff notation, but neither of these systems could adequa¬
tely fulfill the needs of the performer.
notational practices

resulted

in the most

A combination of these two
practical

solution to

the

problem, the so-called hand-grip notation.
Tablature, one of the first recorded methods of notating violin
scordatura, was originally used by lute and lyra-viol players to solve
the problem of notating music for different tunings.

Tablature, which

designates

is

finger

position

rather

than

pitch,

particularly

well-suited for an instrument with frets.
But for an instrument without frets, like the violin, tablature is
a more troublesome system. Diatonic tablature, based on C major with ac¬
cidentals added to show chromatic alteration, is the most common violin
tablature, but this system does not differentiate between high and low

24
finger positions.

The same number or letter, as seen in Example 7, does

not represent the same finger position on all four strings.

On the

G-string, the number 2 designates a major third above the open string to
be played with the second finger in "high" position.

The same number on

the D, A, and E-strings must be played with a "low" second finger, for
it represents a minor third above the open strings.

2

Gr
Ex. 7.

t>

A

£

Diatonic tablature and its relationship to violin fingering.

Although a violinist can learn the correct finger positions of a
system based on C-major, scordatura tunings completely alter these set
fingerings.

Different tunings change the relationship between the four

strings, making finger placement almost impossible to determine on first
reading.
Chromatic tablature, which designates a different letter for each
half

step,

solves

the problem of

undifferentiated

finger placement.

John Playford's An Introduction to the Skill of Musick (1694) contains
the only known examples of chromatic violin tablature, but Playford used
this system only as an aid to the beginning violinist.

Playford sug¬

gests that the beginner tie six frets around the neck of the violin "as
is on a viol,"

and he names each fret with a different letter.

Three

short, simple melodies using normal tuning are given in tablature and
staff

notation,

so

that

"...

after

[the

student]

Letters, [he] may play the same again by Notes."

26

can play

them by

The last two longer,

more complicated examples appear only in staff notation.

25
Chromatic tablature could have been used to notate scordatura works
successfully, but the notational system’s solitary appearance in Playford's

Introduction attests

to

notation for all violin music.

the

overwhelming

acceptance

of

staff

Even Playford did not sanction the use

of tablature, stating;
... I do not approve of this way of Playing by Letters,
save only as a Guide to young Practitioners, to bring them
the more readily to know all the Stops and Places of the
Notes both flat and sharp, and being perfect therein, to lay
the use of Letters aside, and keep
their Practice by
Notes and Rules of the Gam-ut only ...
Unfortunately,

normal

staff

scordatura works very difficult.

notation

makes

the

realization

of

Although this notation enables the

composer to write exactly what he wants to hear,

the violinist must

alter normal fingerings to realize the composer's wishes.
A passage from Biagio Marini's Op.

8, #2,

teenth-century example of at-pitch notation,

the only known seven¬

demonstrates the discre¬

pancy between what the composer writes and what the violinist must play.
Example 8a shows the notes that Marini wrote and wanted to hear, and
Example 8b shows the fingering the violinist would have to use in order
to realize Marini's intentions.

With Marini's g-d'-a'-c" tuning,

the

violinist must transpose all the notes above and including c" up a major
third in order to produce the correct pitches.

8a)

8b)

What Marini wrote
and what would
be heard

what the violinist
would have to
finger

Ex. 8.

Ï3E

ml -ttfrffef

^ v:iS-g

raff EEtf fltüÉü

From the scordatura section of Biagio Marini's Op. 8, #2
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The

difficulty

for the performer

to

read

scordatura works

from

normal staff notation accounts for the rare use of this technique in
scordatura writing.

The few examples of at-pitch notation are usually

confined to short, simple passages that require a minimum of retuning.
A practical

solution to the problem of

scordatura notation was

developed through the combination of certain aspects of tablature and
at-pitch staff notation.
"stop" notation,

This notational system,

called hand-grip or

uses the finger placement principle of tablature in

conjunction with the five-line staff.
Hand-grip notation, although it resembles regular staff notation,
reflects finger placement rather than pitch.

Since this notation makes

all the necessary transpositions for each altered string, the violinist
is able

to

finger the notes as if he were playing a normally tuned

violin and reading normal staff notation.
Example 9

shows a two octave A major scale

(9a) as it would be

written in hand-grip notation (9b) with an a-e’-a'-c#" tuning.

All the

notes to be played on the two lower strings must be notated a step lower
than they sound to compensate for the fact that the strings are raised a
whole step.

Since the A-string is not altered,

played on that string can be notated at pitch.

all the notes to be
All the notes to be

played on the highest string, which has been lowered a minor third, must
be written a minor third higher than they sound.
9a)

as it sounds

9b)

in
hand-grip
notation

/
TA .
JJ
~
1

—7

^

1

^

.... / /
, * *
â.:

'
^

'
—

^
J

«

Ex. 9.

-- /
—
"
T ^

*

/"*

**

A major scale

*...?**
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There are a few special rules

that

realize hand-grip notation successfully.
must be used whenever possible,
otherwise indicated, and 3)
specific note,

2)

a violinist must
They are

1)

follow to

first position

open strings must be used unless

signature accidentals apply only to that

not to the octave above or below.
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These rules are

necessary to assure that notes will be played on certain strings,

so

that each string transposition will be applied only to the appropriate
notes.
Although

hand-grip

notation

makes

the

mechanics

of

scordatura

playing much easier, it is extremely disconcerting for the violinist to
read.

The printed page and the violinist's fingerings do not neces¬

sarily correspond to what is heard, so the performer's visual and aural
stimuli often contradict each other.

Hand-grip notation is also diffi¬

cult for the composer, for it is similar to writing for four different
transposing instruments within a single staff.
Although the technique has a number of disadvantages,
notation

is

the only practical

scordatura works.

solution

to

hand-grip

the problem of notating

With this notation, the violinist does not have to

deal with confusing transpositions, and the composer becomes involved
with how a scordatura work is to be played as well as how it is going to
sound
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CHAPTER 3
THE USE OF SCORDATURA BY BIBER'S PREDECESSORS
AND CONTEMPORARIES
In the seventeenth century,
its

prior

subordination

instrumentation

in

instrumental music was released from

to vocal music.

their

scores

as

Composers began

idiomatic

specifying

instrumental

styles

emerged, and these developments led to spectacular musical and technical
advances.
Under these conditions, the previously undeveloped potential of the
violin began to be realized.
sixteenth century,

roughly c'-a",

G-string and upward to g"'
scales

and

stops,

pizzicato,

The limited range of the violin in the
expanded downward to the open

in the seventeenth century.

passagework became
tremolo,

was

common,

portamento,

and

Violinistic

experiments with multiple

gllssando,

col legno,

and sul

ponticello expanded the musical vocabulary of the instrument.
Scordatura, another experimental technique, was used to explore new
technical possibilities and new timbres made possible by the altered
tunings.

Scordatura

could

ease

many

technical

difficulties,

make

certain impossible technical feats feasible, and alter the tone quality
of the violin so radically as to make it sound like another instrument.
Scordatura, found in musical compositions and described in accounts of
virtuosos' performances, was an active practice in this age of experi¬
mentation with the potential of the violin.

•

The Use of Scordatura in Italy

The relative scarcity of Italian scordatura works for violin is due
to the fact that scordatura was unappreciated, rather than unknown, in

30
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Italy.

The technical benefits and the varied tone colors made possible

through the technique held little interest for a country that preferred
the "vocal," melodic quality of the instrument.^lians experimented with scordatura,

it

is

Although a few Ita¬

significant

that Arcangelo

Corelli (1653-1713), the most influential Italian composer-violinist of
the seventeenth century, seems never to have used the technique.
Therefore,

it

seems

ironic

that

the

first known composition to

require scordatura was written by an Italian.

The Venetian violinist

and composer Biagio Marini called for the first use of scordatura in the
middle section of his Sonata Seconda per il Violino d'Inventlone of Op.
8 (1626-9).

Marini requires the violinist to retune in mid-composition,

lowering the E-string a major third within a seven-measure rest.

The

resulting g-d'-a'-c" tuning is used to play a short section that in¬
cludes rapid passages in thirds.

After this section, the violinist must

retune the altered string back to its original pitch, and the remainder
of the composition is for the normally tuned instrument.

2

Although the entire piece was not available for study, it appears
that scordatura was used purely as a technical aid in this composition.
The double stops that dominate the scordatura section, for example, are
much easier to play with the altered tuning than they would be with a
normally tuned instrument.

Example 1,

a passage from the scordatura

section of Sonata Seconda, illustrates the technical benefits of Mar¬
ini's altered tuning.

Ex. 1

Passage from Blagio Marini's Op. 8,

#2. 3
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Using normal tuning (Ex. la), agile 1-3 and 2-4 finger alternations
are required and four shifts are needed to play the passage.

Marini's

use of an altered tuning (Ex. lb) makes it possible to play almost all
the

thirds with just one

finger across

two

strings

and reduces the

number of shifts needed to only two.
Although the double stops are made easier by the use of scordatura,
the disadvantages of the technique appear to outweigh the advantages in
this particular piece.

Marini wrote the scordatura section of Op. 8, #2

in normal notation (Ex. la), so the violinist would have to transcribe
mentally all the pitches on the altered E-string (Ex. lb) to produce the
composer's

intentions.

This difficulty,

coupled with the problem of

retuning twice in mid-composition, makes Marini's use of scordatura an
impractical technical solution.
Marco Uccellini (c. 1630-80), a violinist and composer who worked
in Modena from 1641-65, probably used scordatura more for its coloristic, rather than technical, benefits.

Uccellini's Tromba sordina per

sonare con Violino solo, the last piece of his Book 5 (1649), is said to
4
use scordatura to suggest the sound of a trumpet.
Giovanni Maria Bononcini (1642078), another violinist and composer,
probably studied with Uccellini in Modena.
use

of

the virtuosic

and manneristic

Bononcini seems to have made

elements

of

Uccellini*s

early

style, including the practice of scordatura.^
Three of Bononcini's works use altered tunings, appearing as the
last

three pieces of the twenty-seven piece set of Op.

Correnti,

Sarabande,

Spinetta,

con

1671).

alcune

Gighe/&

Allemande/

intauolate/

per

A

Violino,

diuerse

e

IV ... Arle,
Violone,

accordatura

ouer

(Bologna,

#25 Corrente, detta la Casteluetra is written with a c’-e'-a'-c"
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tuning, while #26 Allemanda, detta la Guelfa and #27 Corrente,

detta

u
1*Incognita are written with a b -d'-a'-d" tuning and appear to form a
dance pair.

Double stops occur in all three works.^

An unusual feature of these pieces is the manner in which they are
printed.

Because the printing process used to reproduce Op. IV was not

able to print double stops, these three pieces (plus #24 Corrente, detta
la Brusciata, in normal tuning with double stops) were printed in two
staves,

called intavolature,

Example 2 shows the use of

to show both notes of

the double stop.

intavolature, and hand-grip notation in the

opening of #25 Corrente, detta la Casteluetra.
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r
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N

—
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V
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t

^
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Ex. 2.

Bononcini's Op IV, #25, mm. 1-2, in intavolature.^

Op. IV, #25 is the only scordatura work by Bononcini available in a
modern edition, transcribed in William Klenz's Giovanni Maria Bononcini
of

Modena.

Klenz

draws

from

two

sources—a

Modena

manuscript

for

normally tuned violin with no double stops written in normal notation
and a 1671 Bologna print for scordatura violin with multiple stops in

g
hand-grip

intavolature.

The

major

differences

between

these

two

sources result in a number of transcription difficulties.
Klenz's
neither

transcription

combines

these

the manuscript nor the print.

As

two
seen

sources,

representing

in Example

3, Klenz
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combines the melody of the Modena manuscript (3a) with the bottom line
of the double stop given in the print (3b) to form his own version (3c).

3a)

3b)

3c)

Modena
manuscript

.
,. If
(/ A V
U
M J

1671 Bologna
print » trans*1
criDcQ at*
pitch
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Bononcini's Op. IV, #25, m. 15.

Although Klenz's transcription makes it difficult to determine the
original

scordatura

version,

certain

information

is

clear.

The

c'-e'-a'-c" tuning of the scordatura version, kept throughout the piece,
reinforces the dominant of the F major key.
short piece,

Double stops dominate the

and Bononcini uses the resonance of the open strings to

great advantage, as seen in Example 4.

t

-P?3 *3at

4a)

as it
sounds

4b)

as played K
with c' -e'—*-a'-c"
tuning

Ex. 4.

■J-nJ

f

sé

G. M. Bononcini's Op. IV, #25, mm. 1-2 *
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r
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Archangelo Corelli (1653-1713), although he never used scordatura
in his compositions, appears in a famous scordatura anecdote recounted
by Sir John Hawkins.

The story concerns the famous German violinist-

composer Nicolas Adam Strungk (1640-1700) during his visit to Rome in
ca. 1685.

Upon his arrival, it is said that he:

... made it his business to see Corelli; upon their
first interview Strunck [sic) gave him to understand that he
was a musician; 'What is your instrument?' asked Corelli; 'I
can play,' answered Strunck, 'upon the harpsichord, and a
little on the violin,• and should esteem myself extremely
happy might I hear your performance on this
latter
Instrument, on which I am informed you excel.’ Corelli very
politely condescended to this request of a stranger; he
played a solo, Strunck accompanied him on the harpsichord,
and afterwads [sic] played a Toccata, with which Corelli was
so much taken, that he laid down his instrument to admire
him. When Strunck had done at the harpsichord, he took up
the violin, and began to touch it in a very careless manner,
upon which Corelli remarked that he had a very good bowhand, and wanted noting [sic] but practice to become a
master of the instrument; at this instant Strunck put the
violin out of tune, and applying it to its place, played on
it with such dexterity, attempering the dissonances occa¬
sioned by the mis-tuning of the instrument with such amazing
skill and dexterity, that Corelli cried out in broken
German, 'I am called Arcangelo, a name that in the language
of my country signifies an Archan^l; but let me tell you,
that you, Sir, are an Arch-devil."

The Use of Scordatura in Germany and Austria
The Germans and Austrians explored the
potential

of

scordatura

much

more

than

technical and coloristic

their

Italian

counterparts.

Johann Joachim Quantz (1697-1773), in his famous Essay of a Method for
Playing the Transverse Flute (Berlin,

1752), never mentions scordatura

in conjunction with the Italians, but he states that

the Germans of

"former times ... wrote many pieces for which the violin had to to be
retuned,

that is,

the strings had to be tuned in seconds, thirds, or

fourths, instead of fifths, in accordance with the indications of the
composer

36
Johann
composer,
Germany.

Erasmus

is

Kindermann

thought

to be the

(1616-1655),
first

a

German

composer

organist

and

to use scordatura in

13
14
This technique appears in some violin music (lost)
and in

Canzoni, sonatae (Nürnberg, 1653), his last known publication.
one pieces

for

one

to

three violins

and

continuo

Forty-

comprise Canzoni,

sonatae, which is divided into a "Pars prior" and a "Pars posterior.
An analysis of two examples from Canzoni, sonatae, #3 Sonata for
violin

and

continuo

from

"Pars

posterior"

and

#9

Canzone

for

two

violins and continuo from "Pars prior," reveals the early German use of
scordatura.
works,
piece.

Both

compositions

are

single-movement,

and both keep their respective

tunings

multi-sectioned

throughout

the

entire

Kindermann*s writing shows "an excellent understanding of the

violin fingerboard,"*** even though he was not a string player.
In #3 Sonata, the solo violin is tuned to a-e'-b'-e".

The compo¬

sition is in the mode/key of B, so the violin* s tuning reinforces the
first and fourth notes of the mode/scale.

This tuning also brightens

the lower register of the instrument by raising the three lower strings
a whole step.
Unlike his Italian counterparts,
stops in conjunction with scordatura.

Kindermann does not use double
There is only one double stop in

the eighty-three measures of #3, and it occurs in the final measure of
the piece.

There are no other technical advantages in Kindermann*s use

of scordatura, in fact, a number of fingering and bowing patterns are
more difficult with the altered tuning than they would be with normal
tuning.
Example 5 illustrates an awkward fingering and bowing that result
from Kindermann's use of

scordatura.

With normal

tuning,

the

first

37
measure would be played as a simple, descending scale, and the second
measure

could be bowed on one

tuning,

the first measure can no longer be fingered as a series of

successive seconds,

string.

With Kindermann's

a-e'-b'-e"

and the second measure now requires a number of

awkward string crossings.

5a)

5b)

with normal
tuning

u
/ JfT /'
XT /

f.r, ,
1
1
| f f
j
L T
l 1 1 1 T tmm 4f—§ "

W"

-H-i
/""f
- -■
r

with
Kindermann's
a-e’-b'-e"
tuning

Ex. 5.

Kindermann's #3 Sonata, mm. 28-9.^

Certain passages reveal the reasoning behind the seemingly point¬
less difficulties that result from the altered tuning.
of

Example

6a,

with

their

seven

string

crossings,

The two measures
seem unavoidably

awkward at first glance, but a closer examination shows that many of
these string crossings were written by choice, not necessity.

Kinder-

mann could have written the entire passage with less than half of the
string crossings he required (Ex. 6b), but he chose the more difficult
option.

Kindermann obviously wanted the clear,

open E-string and wrote
considerations in mind.

the

passage with

ringing sound of the

coloristic,

not technical,

Coloristic considerations can also be seen in

Kindermann's use of the open B-string to end virtually every section of
the piece.
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6a)

6b)

as
written

)
—*-

as It
could
have
appeared

.

~~rr

i^E

Ex. 6.

fl'-f I r l'T'HT

Kindermann's #3 Sonata, mm. 58-59.
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In #9 Canzone for two violins tuned a-e'-a'-c)?" and continuo, the
same technical difficulties and coloristic benefits appear.

No multiple

stops are used, and technical problems are created through the use of
the altered tuning.

Adjacent string crossings in normal tuning become

string crossings over one or two strings with scordatura,

as seen in

Example 7.

7a)

with normal
tuning

1
*5*
35
C

4

7b)

with Kindermann’s
a-e'-a'
uiauu o a.—
c —a
,
-c#" tuning
^

Ex. 7

i

h

Kindermann's #9 Canzone, 2nd violin, mm. 41-2
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With a tuning that lowers the top string and compresses the range
of

the instrument,

range are common.

attempts to regain the "lost" notes of the upper
In #9» these attempts result in shifts and stretches

up the highest string.

These technical difficulties seem ironic,

for

39

the desired note would normally be in first position, as seen in Example
8.

8a)

8b)

as in
Kindermann
with
normal
tuning

7"C

-v
Ji J

Ex. 8.

r r r r-f if f r
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i

Kindermann's 09 Canzone, 1st violin, m. 66-68.
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It is obvious that the coloristic benefits of scordatura are of
primary importance in 09, as they were in 03.

The a-e’-a'-c#" tuning of

both violins reinforces the principle triad of the mode/key of A, making
the violins sound very bright and resonant.

Kindermann exploits the

resonance of the open strings to use the characteristic sound of the
tuning to the fullest extent, and open strings in one or both violins
end each section.

Kindermann also writes many passages using open

strings, even though the same passage could be written with stopped
notes, as in Example 9.

9a)

as written

1f
T°" ~
t
A; ^
X

f
f—fy

JO. f— . ■ f
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9b)

as it could
have been
written
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-'1Ex. 9.

Kindermann's 09 Canzone, 2nd violin, m. 32,
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Scordatura
composers,

was

including

(1653-1706),

and

also

used

George

Philipp

by

Arnold

Heinrich

other
(?

seventeenth-century
-

1676),

Erlebach

German

Johann

Pachelbel

(1657-1714).

Although

Arnold's Psalms of the Blessed Virgin Mary (1662) was not available for
study,

a

translation of his

informative

introduction was

found.

It

states:
To please him there will be given, in the accompanying
Vesper, directions for the lack-of-tuning of the violin or
fiddle, for, as the above mentioned lack-of-tuning or
accord, as one may call such a thing, is still seldom
indicated in print, I have ventured to do so in my work so
that some other lover, of the same may understand bette^^nd
so that mistakes which sometimes occur may be prevented.
Pachelbel's Musicalische Ergotzung (Nürnberg, after 1695), a set of
six suites for two violins and continuo, uses scordatura in the violin
parts.

According to Ewald V. Nolte, scordatura was not used " ... to

produce special effects or to facilitate unusual multiple stoppings but
to give the amateurs for whom the publication was intended an elementary
experience with scordatura involving only the tonic and dominant and
occasionally the subdominant notes...."

The editors of the modern

Hortus Musicus edition interpreted this lack of specialized scordatura
writing to mean that the scordatura was dispensable and that "a trans¬
lation into the customary tuning by fifths does the music nothing but
. ,.24
good.
Erlebach's

Six

Sonatae
1694)

for violin,
use

viola

scordatura

in

da

gamba/

the

third

violin
and

and

continuo

(Nuremberg,

fourth

sonatas.

The Hortus Musicus edition of #3 in A major, as in its edition

of Pachelbel's works, transcribed the violin part into normal tuning.
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These Hortus Musicus editions completely misrepresent Pachelbel's
and

Erlebach's

intentions.

Although

these

sonatas may not

call

for

41
anything that would be technically impossible to play on a normally
tuned violin, the altered sound of the scordatura instrument cannot be
achieved in a transcription.

Also, the didactic function of Pachelbel's

sonatas is completely lost if the scordatura tunings are omitted.
In Austria, Johann Heinrich Schmelzer (c.

1620-1680),

considered

"the leading Austrian composer of instrumental music before Biber,"
used

scordatura in a number of his works,

violin and continuo

27

including

two

suites

26

for

28
and a Sonata for two violins and continuo.

The Suite in D, #1 consists of three movements—Allemande, Cour¬
ante, and Sonata.
tuned violin

The first two movements are written for a normally

and are

in

traditional,

binary dance

form.

The

third

movement is set apart from the first two movements by its a-e'-a'-d"
tuning

and

through-composed

formal

structure.

Further

distinction

between the two kinds of movements is made through the lack of multiple
stops in the dances and their predominance in the Sonata.
The

a-e'-a'-d"

tuning

of

the

Sonata

includes

the

tonic

and

a

doubled dominant, making the violin sound particularly resonant in the
key of D major.

Schmelzer uses this tuning for its technical benefits,

writing double stops
violin.

that would be

impossible with a normally tuned

The double stop shown in Example 10 occurs three times in the

short, eleven measure movement.
10a) as it sounds 1)
33Z
10b) as it is fingered
with an a-e'-a'-d"
tuning

,

t

—X

—,—
✓

■■
;

<1 1

Ex. 10.

Schmelzer's Suite in D, Sonata.
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Schmelzer also uses multi-voiced violin writing in conjunction with
scordatura.

The dance movements in the suite are written in a single-

line style, but the scordatura Sonata simulates a trio sonata style.
this style,

In

two-line writing in imitation and parallel motion suggest

the presence of two melody Instruments, as seen in Example 11.

Ex. 11.

Schmelzer's Suite in D, Sonata,
reproduced at pitch

mm. 7-8,
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Schmelzer's Suite in D, #2 uses the same a-e'-a'-d" tuning in even
more imaginative ways.

The tuning is used for all five movements of the

suite—Aria, Gigue, (Aria), Gallina, Gique—that are all in binary form.
The first two movements seem to emphasize the use of multiple stops and
multi-voice writing, while the last three movements emphasize special
effects made possible with the scordatura tuning.
As in Suite in D, #1, Schmelzer writes chords that would be impos¬
sible to play with a normally tuned violin.

These chords,

shown in

Example 12, occur In all five movements, even though most of the chordal
writing appears in the first two movements.

43
Multi-lined writing is confined to the first two movements of the
suite.

These

imitative

and

parallel

motion

passages,

although

not

impossible on a normally tuned violin, are certainly less awkward on the
scordatura instrument, as shown in Example 13.

13a) on normally
tuned
violin

13b) on scordatura
violin

Ex. 13

Schmelzer's Suite in D, #2, Gigue, mm

Schmelzer's

use

of

particularly interesting.

scordatura

special

In the (Aria),

effects

7-9

make

32

this

suite

a "trumpet call" emphasizes

the open d" in the first half of the movement and a pedal point in the
second half emphasizes the open e', as seen in Example 13.

14a) as it is
played

) ^
A-

h

14b) as it
sounds

h*

?5=

Ex. 14.
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Schmelzer's Suite in D, #2 (Aria), n. 5, 13.
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The opening of the Gallina, which is the Italian for 'hen,' uses
scordatura to imitate the sound of a chicken.

The repeated d” of the

44
opening motive is played as a stopped note» but the open d" vibrates
simultaneously, producing a raucous effect as seen in Example 15.

15a) as it is
played

* * /y
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ü

-Hr- f-f f f f- f
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p
15b) as it
sounds

=5=
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Ex. 15.
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Schmelzer's Suite in D, #2, Gallina, mm 1-2.
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Alternation of stopped and open notes, known as bariolage, occur in
the Gique.

Alternation of a stopped and open a' would be possible on a

normally tuned violin, but the bariolage between an open and stopped d",
as seen in Example 16, is only possible with an altered tuning.

16a) as played

r-

>■—r—

1

‘

16b) as it
sounds

35
Ex. 16.

3k

i

3
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0

P
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Schmelzer's Suite in D, #2, Gique, mm 1-3.
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Schmelzer's one-movement, multi-sectioned Sonata a due Violinl is
the most interesting of his available scordatura works.
of

scordatura

in

the

two

violin

parts

and

his

His unusual use

symmetrical

formal

45
organization

create

an

intriguing

dichotomy

between

experiment

and

structure.
The two violins are tuned in radically different ranges, the first
violin

being

f_c,-g,-c".

tuned

c'-g,-c"-f"

and

the

second

violin

being

tuned

These tunings make the first violin bright and quick to

respond with all

its

strings at higher

tension and make

the

second

violin respond slowly and sound more covered with its lowered string
tension.

The

instruments.

result

is

two

violins

that

do

not

sound

like

equal

Instead, they are more like a violin and viola with their

different ranges and their different sound and response characteristics.
Formally,

the sonata is divided

into

sections

that

display

the

chordal and imitative properties of scôrdatura in alternation, as seen
in Ex.

17.

length or

Although there are
meter

of

a

section,

some slight deviations regarding the
the

format

of

the

sonata

completely symmetrical.
time signature

primary texture

C
C repeated
3/2
12/8
3/2
3/2 repeated
C

Ex. 17.

number of

chordal

13

imitative

33

chordal

8

imitative

4

chordal

14

imitative

25

chordal

13

Schematic diagram of Schmelzer's
Sonata a due Violini

is

almost
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In

the

chordal

sections,

Schmelzer

uses

scordatura

to

produce

chords that wuold be impossible to play with a normally tuned violin, as
shown in Example 18.

Each section of the Sonata ends with chords in

both violins, and these chords always use a number of open strings for
extra resonance.

The second and sixth sections of the sonata use imitation within a
part as well as imitation between the two voices, as shown in Example
19.

Some of these passages are very awkward on a normally tuned violin,

and some are only possible through the use of scordatura tuning.

Ex. 19

Schmelzer's Sonata a due Violini, 2nd violin, mm. 14-7
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The Use of Scordatura In England
Scordatura was not used extensively

in England,

although a

anecdotes and musical examples attest to its limited use.
his A General History of

few

Hawkins, in

the Science and Practice of Music

(1853),

relates an interesting story concerning the unknowing use of a mis-tuned
violin.
Anthony Wood (1632-95), an English antiquarian and amateur violist,
decided to take up the violin in 1651.

He is said to have "exercised

his hand on the violin, and having a good eare [sic] to take any tune at
first hearing, he could quickly draw it out from the violin, but not
with

the

related

same
to

tuning of

that of

strings

the viols,

that

was

"in

others

used."

fourths,

38

This

and not

tuning,

in

fifths,

according to the manner" and was, according to Wood, "never knowne [sic]
before."

39

In

1653,

Wood enlisted

the

aid

of

a music master,

who

"extreamly [sic] wondered how he could play so many tunes as he did by
fourths, without a Director or Guide, he then tuned his violin, and gave
him Instructions how to proceed...."^
Scordatura, as an intentional practice, appeared in London around
1655

with

the

arrival

violinist-composer.

of

Thomas

Baltzar

(c. 1630-1663),

a

German

Baltzar's use of high registers, elaborate multiple

stops, and scordatura captivated the English audiences.
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Ironically, Anthony Wood met Baltzar in 1658 and wrote that Baltzar
had "run up his fingers to the end of the fingerboard of the violin, and
r

run them back insensibly, and all with alacrity, and in very good tune,
which

[neither]

he nor any in England saw the like before,"

"insensible" fingering may well refer to scordatura.

A2

This

48
Baltzar's influence probably popularized the use of scordatura in
England»

A3 but none of Baltzar's works published in Playford's Division

Violin (London»

1685)

use the technique.

However,

the first example

from this important collection does use an altered tuning.

"Mr. Read¬

ing's Division on a Ground" uses the a-e'-a'-c#" tuning (see Appendix,
Example 2).

This piece does not make use of the technical benefits of

scordatura, incorporating neither polyphonic writing nor multiple stops
eased by the altered tuning*

The use of scordatura in "Mr Reading's

Division on a Ground" is purely for the altered tone color made possible
by the technique.

The

seventeenth century,

as a

time of

development of scordatura in each country.

experimentation,

saw the

Italy used the technique as

a technical aid in conjunction with double stops, while England used
scordatura to alter the tone color of the instrument.

Both the tech¬

nical and coloristic benefits of the technique were exploited by the
Germans, who used scordatura to produce chords, imitative passages, and
special effects.

Although there is no evidence of the use of scordatura

in seventeenth-century France, this country was known for its use of the
technique in the following century.
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CHAPTER 4
BIBER'S SCORDATURA WORKS FOR SOLO VIOLIN AND CONTINUO

Heinrich Biber's works for solo scordatura violin are found in two
sets

of

sonatas—Sonatae

vlolino

solo

and

the

"Mystery

Sonatas."

Sonatae vlolino solo, dedicated to Biber's patron Archbishop Maximilian
Gandolph in Salzburg, was published by Lühner of Nürnberg in 1681.
of these eight sonatas use scordatura:

Two

#4 uses the technique through¬

out, and #6 requires retuning in mid-sonata.

The "Mystery Sonatas,"

unpublished in Biber's lifetime, are generally considered to have been
completed in 1676 at Salzburg.^
a Passagaglla

2

This set includes fifteen sonatas, plus

for unaccompanied violin.

Fourteen of the sonatas use

scordatura tunings, making the set the most varied collection of altered
tunings to be found in the seventeenth century.

Modern Edition and Their Problems
Modern

editions

of

both

Sonatae vlolino

solo

and

the

"Mystery

Sonatas" are available in the DenkmSler der Tonkunst in flsterrelch
series.

Sonatae viollno solo was published in 1898 as Acht Violln-

sonaten under Guido Adler's editorship.
Sechzehn Violinsonaten,

were published

The "Mystery Sonatas," entitled
under

the

direction of Erwin

3
Luntz in 1905.

Both sets were reprinted in 1959.

DTO'S editions Include a score with a realized continuo part and

two separate violin parts.

The score contains the violin part as Biber

wrote it, so the violin part in all the scordatura sonatas appears in
hand-grip notation.

This notation, although practical for the violin¬

ist, makes it virtually impossible for the keyboard player to see what
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the soloist Is going to play.

A more helpful score would have repro¬

duced the violin part "at pitch" above the realization.
The two violin parts present even more problems.

The first book

contains all the sonatas in regular staff notation for a normally tuned
violin.

The

scordatura

second book,

sonatas,

labeled

written

"supplemental,"

contains

in hand-grip notation with

only

the

the original

tunings.
This two-part format, obviously Intended to facilitate performances
on normally tuned violin, completely misrepresents Biber’ç intentions.
It is misleading, at the very least, to place the original scordatura
versions in a supplement.

A more appropriate format, it seems, would

present all the sonatas in their original form in one book.
ment,"

if

deemed necessary,

could

include

A "Supple¬

the transcriptions of

the

scordatura works in normal staff notation.
The ethics of presenting the scordatura sonatas in transcriptions
for normally tuned violin, even in the suggested format, can be seri¬
ously questioned.
a

scordatura

Blber's

The color produced by an altered tuning, intrinsic to

composition,

coloristic

and

normally tuned violin.

is

lost

technical

in

transcription.

effects

cannot

be

Also,

many

reproduced

on

of
a

The transcriptions are, at best, poor imitations

of the originals.
The DTP

editions can also be

faulted

for

inaccuracy.

The most

glaring error, although now corrected, was the misinterpretation of the

4
tuning for Mystery Sonata #11.

Since the misinterpreted violin part

did not appear to fit the original bass line, the editors published an
arrangement of the violin part in order to correct Biber's "mistakes."
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An article by Max Schneider informed DTP of their error,^ and the series
issued a formal apology in response.**

A corrected violin transcription

by Erwin Luntz is now included as a separate addition to the DTP volume,
but the incorrect version still exists in the score.
Although facsimiles of

the original sonatas were not available,

numerous discrepancies between DTP's two violin parts reveal a multitude
of

errors.

Transcribing hand-grip

into normal notation is a tricky

procedure, and DTP's editors fall into a number of pitch and accidental
traps.

Also,

slurring discrepancies,

which

cannot be attributed

to

transcription difficulties, can be found.
Although errors are bothersome and misleading, it is the rewriting
and arranging found in the transcribed violin part that is most dis¬
turbing.

Example 1 compares the original and transcribed versions of

the opening of the scordatura section of Sonata #6.

Example la,

the

original scordatura version, gives three-note chords marked "harpeggio,"
implying that the chords should be freely arpeggiated.

DTP's transcrip¬

tion for normally tuned violin, as seen in Example lb, gives a realiza¬
tion of the passage.

Although the transcription presents a feasible

Interpretation, the part should give the original version and/or state
that its version is only one of several possible realizations.

la)

as in the
scordatura
part

s\
&

_____

J

err*
4 rjfzy T.-:-- g
/

.

_

_,

■

.
=

^~
Jl LA4

o
lb)

as in the
transcription

Ex

1

Sonatae viollno solo. Sonata #6.

7

'

L*
£?
&

111

1
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DTP also exercises questionable editorial license in its transcrip¬
tions of multiple stops that become awkward or Impossible on a normally
tuned violin.

DTP presents these difficulties in "abridged" versions,

leaving notes out of three- and four-note chords and omitting awkward
unisons altogether.

These practices turn DTP's

simplified arrangements.
impossible,
reasons.

should

be

transcriptions

into

The original notes, no matter how awkward or
retained

for

musical,

as well

as

scholarly,

The performer is the one to decide if notes have to be omit¬

ted, and artistic decisions cannot be made from a pre-arranged part.
The problems in DTP's editions demand correction,

so these works

will not continue to be "a blot on the reputation of this admirable

g
series."

Although Boyden was

speaking of

the

particular, his comments can be applied to DTO's
viollno solo as well.

"Mystery Sonatas"
edition

of

in

Sonatae

He states that:

... It is high time that the DTP undertook a thorough
revision. At present the edition cannot be used either by
scholars or performers without the most infuriating tra¬
vail.

Sonatae violino solo
The eight sonatas of Sonatae viollno solo,
tiores aliquot selegi"

in the opening dedication,^ were most likely

"tried and proven" by Biber himself.
stops,

passagework,

described as "proba-

Their difficult bowings, multiple

and high position writing

could be

successfully

performed only by a virtuoso violinist.
These works do not fit into either a strict sonata da chiesa or
sonata

da

camera

mold,

for

they

contain movements

marked

by

designations juxtaposed with movements that have dance titles.

tempo
Short
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transitional movements» variations» and improvisatory-like sections also
appear.
The most interesting aspect of this set is its experimental nature.
Sonata #8, a "duet" for one violin,

is a visual experiment.

The two

"parts," written on two staves, give the appearance of a real duet, even
though the single violinist plays both parts simultaneously.
and

technical

experiments

can be

seen

in

the

two

sonatas

Coloristic
that use

scordatura tunings.
Sonata #6 is the only Biber work to require retuning in mid-piece.
The first two movements are written for a normally tuned instrument,
while the last three movements require a g-d'-a'-d" tuning.

The juxta¬

position of normal and altered tuning within one work reveals a great
deal about how and why Biber used scordatura.
Biber's virtuosity,
violin,

precluded the use of scordatura as an aid for an inadequate

technique.
caglia,
skill.

displayed in the sonatas for normally tuned

In fact,

the opening motif of the second movement Passa-

in normal tuning, requires a great deal of multiple-stopping
This does not mean that Biber refused to take full advantage of

the technical benefits of scordatura.
sitional

Imagination

used

scordatura

His violinistic skill and compo¬
tunings

to

produce

technical

effects that would be less effective or impossible on a normally tuned
violin.
In Example la,

the opening "harpeggio" passage of the scordatura

section, the original passage can be bowed across the top three strings
and fingered in first position.
tuned violin,

The same chords played on a normally

as outlined in Example lb, would have to be played in
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» *

If****'*»»’ » -v
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upper positions on the bottom three strings to obtain the same threestring bowing effect.
Biber also used this tuning to produce chords that are awkward or
impossible to play on a normally tuned violin, as seen in Example 2.
These chords, predominantly V and V/V in the tonic, demonstrate Biber’s
awareness
Sonata

#6,

g-d’-a’-d"

of

tuning/key

in c minor,
is

not

relationships.
do

not

particularly

use

The

the

suited

first

two movements of

scordatura

to

the

key.

tuning,
The

for

last

the

three

movements, in contrast, are in G minor with only a brief return to the
tonic at the end of the piece, a key that exploits the benefits of the
g-d’-a’-d"

tuning

and

the

G-

and D-based

chords

this

tuning makes

possible*

2a)

as fingered with
g-d’-a’-d" tuning

/

/

V

y—g

/

>

2b)

as they sound
■■

Ex. 2.

Chords used in Biber’s Sonata #6.

Biber’s g-d’-a’-d" tuning makes the violin particularly resonant in
the key of G minor, for it reinforces the tonic and dominant of the key.
Although only one string is lowered, the difference in the tonal quality
of the instrument is dramatic.It is as if the performer used one
violin for the first part of the sonata and a different instrument for
the last three movements.
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Biber

exploits

the

coloristic

potential

of

special advantage of the unusual open d"-string.

the

tuning,

taking

The opening of the

Gavotte, as seen in Example 3a, is written so that the open d" must be
used,

even though the same note is available on the A-string.

Biber

could have written the d" of the third beat of both measures so that all
the notes could be played on the A-string.
open

d"

be

used,

considerations

creating

obviously

an

awkward

overruled

Instead, he demands that the
string

technical

crossing.

Coloristic

considerations

in

this

example.

Ex. 3.

Biber's Sonata #6, Gavotte, mm. 1-2.

12

Biber also uses chromaticism, another coloristic device, in Sonata
#6, as seen in Example 4.
seems,

in at

tations."

13

Chromaticism is rare in Biber's works and

least two examples,

to have "strongly affective conno-

In the Missa Sancti Henrici,

words "qui. tollis peccata mundi."^

chromaticism underlines the

Biber also uses chromaticism in the

Lamento movement of Mystery Sonata #6 "The Suffering of Christ on the
Mount of Olives," which is in the same c minor key as Sonata #6
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4a)

as written

4b)

as it sounds

Ex. 4.

Biber's Sonata #6.^

Sonata #4 in D major uses many of the same scordatura techniques
that were found in Sonata #6.
the key of the piece,

Its a-e'-a'-d" tuning, closely related to

is used throughout the sonata to provide many

technical and coloristic benefits.
Biber uses this tuning to facilitate multiple stops.

In Example

5a, Biber's passage lies easily in first position and sounds extremely
resonant as a result of the large number of open strings involved.

The

same passage on a normally tuned violin, as seen in Example 5b, would
have to be played using upper positions and extensions on the three
lowest strings.

5a)

with Biber's
a-e'-a’-d”
tuning

5b)

with normal
tuning

Ex. 5.

Biber also uses

Biber's Sonata #4, mm. 3-4.*^

this

tuning

to

produce a

sonorous

d'-f#*-a'-d”

tonic chord that would be impossible to reproduce on a normally tuned
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violin.

He also uses the contrast between a stopped and open d", also

impossible on a normally tuned violin,

in striking imitation of the

stopped and open a', as seen in Example 6.

6a)

as it is
played

Jaî

-11
I

^

T—t—f

E
A

^

4 J*
6b)

as it
sounds

r

~

r

/
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/
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n

_=c*__=[=
-J

TP7

_
^
/
j J v f

-kJ

Ex. 6

J

J

A

VV
r—j

Biber's Sonata #4, m

27.

17

The "Mystery Sonatas"
The "Mystery Sonatas," consisting of fifteen sonatas and an unac¬
companied Passagaglia, are very different from Sonatae violino solo in
both form and content.

The "Mystery Sonatas" are relatively structured

works, featuring dance movements, variations, a chaconne, and a passacaglia structure.

Only the opening preludes and a.few free-form finales

recall

improvisatory

the

more

style

of

Sonatae

violino

solo.

The

"Mystery Sonatas" seem mainly concerned with affect and expression, in
contrast to the virtuosic experimentation of Sonatae violino solo.
Extra-musical sources provide the inspiration for the expressive
nature of the "Mystery Sonatas."

Biber, in the dedication of the work,

states that the sonatas "honor the fifteen sacred Mysteries," and an
engraving of a Biblical scene precedes each sonata in the manuscript.
Gustav Beckmann was the first to suggest

18

the connection between the

sonatas and the Catholic Rosary and to provide an explanation for the
inclusion of the solo Passagaglia.

19
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Eugen Schmitz
sonatas

with

the

elaborated on Beckmann’s
Rosary

devotional

theories,

exercises

that

evening in October in seventeenth-century Austria.

connecting

took place

the

every

A special Feast of

the Guardian Angel that fell on the second of October explains the solo
Passagaglia, whosd engraving shows a child holding the hand of a guard¬
ian angel.

Schmitz theorizes that the "Mystery Sonatas" were performed

by Biber throughout the month of October as postludes to the devotional
services,
*

i

reserving

the

Passagaglia

for

the

Feast

of

the

Guardian

20

The fiteen sonatas follow the structure of the Rosary, which is
divided into

the Joyful,

lives of Jesus and Mary.

Sorrowful,

and Glorious Mysteries from the

Each sonata represents a Biblical scene from

each Mystery, as shown below.

Joyful
Mysteries

Sorrowful
Mysteries

Glorious
Mysteries

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Annunciation
Visitation
Birth of Christ and Adoration of the
Shepherds
Presentation of Christ at the Temple
Twelve-year old Jesus at the Temple
Christ on the Mount of Olives
Flagellation
Crowning of Thorns
Bearing of the Cross
Crucifixion
Resurrection
Ascension
Descent of the Holy Ghost
Assumption of the Virgin
Mary's Coronation

Biber chose to depict the Mysteries through different moods and
affects, rather than through overt musical descriptions of the scenes
represented in the engravings.

Although attempts have been made to link
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musical sections and figures of the "Mystery Sonatas" to programmatic
motives,

21 the results always appear contrived and implausible.

Biber depicts these musical moods through the use of descriptive
titles of movements and the use of appropriate musical devices.
first

movement

of

"The Ascension"

Sonata,

for

"Intrada," and the violin has a fanfare-like motif.
#6,

example,

is

The

entitled

In contrast, Sonata

"Christ on the Mount of Olives," opens with a "Lamento" movement

filled with poignant chromaticism.
Biber uses

the sound of

the violin,

altered through scordatura

tunings, as the most effective musical device to represent the different
Mysteries.

Each sonata uses a different tuning that,

in conjunction

with key and mode, gives each sonata a unique and appropriate sound.

A

list of the sonatas with their keys and tunings is given below.

Mysteries of
Joy

Mysteries of
Sorrow

Mysteries of
Glory

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

D
A
b
d
A
c
F
Bk
a
g
G
C
d
D
C

major
major
minor
minor
major
minor
major
major
minor
minor
major
maj or
minor
major
major

(g-d'-a'-e")
(a-e'-a'-e")
(b-f#'-b'-d")
(a-d'-a'-d")
(a-e’-a'-c#")
(a^-e^'-g'-d")
(c’-f'-a’-c")
(d'-f'-bV'-d")
(c’-e'-a’-e")
(g-d'-a’-d")
(g-g'-d'-d")
(c'-e'-g'-c")
(a-e'-c#"-e")
(a-e'-a'-d")
(g-c’-g’-d")

Biber uses two different types of tunings in the "Mystery Sonatas."
The first type of tuning, which uses only perfect intervals, is related
to the standard violin tuning.

These types of tunings appear in Sonata

#1, in the normal g-d'-a'-e" tuning, and Sonatas #2, 4, 14, and 15 that
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use a combination of fourths and fifths.

The most unusual tuning in

this group is the g-g'-d’-d" tuning of Sonata #11, whose unusual octavefifth-octave designation requires that the two middle strings of the
violin be switched.

All of the tunings in this set reinforce the tonic

and dominant of the keys.
The

second

type of

tuning

violin tuning in perfect fifths.

is very different

from the

standard

This type uses the interval of a third

alongside perfect intervals, and the resulting open strings form a major
or minor triad.

This set of tunings includes Sonatas #3, 4, 7, 8, 9,

and 12, whose open strings outline the tonic triad of each sonata.
Sonata #13 in d minor, although similar in principle, is unique in that
its

a-e’-c#"-e"

tuning outlines

the

dominant

triad.

Its use

of an

interval of a major sixth is also unusual, for virtually all scordatura
tunings use intervals of a perfect fifth or smaller.
The

tunings

alone

tell

little

about

the

resulting

the tunings are inextricably related to key and mode.

sound,

for

A normally tuned

violin is naturally resonant in the keys of G, D, and A major/minor.
These keys are resonant because of the construction of the instrument
and because the tonic and dominant of these keys are reinforced by the
open strings.
this

natural

In these keys, altered tunings can reinforce or dampen
resonance.

Other

keys,

normally

less

resonant

on

the

violin, can be made more sonorous through appropriate retuning.
Biber uses the most resonant combination of keys and tunings in the
Joyful and Glorious "Mystery Sonatas".

Seven of these ten sonatas are

in the naturally resonant keys of D major, d minor, A major, and G major
with tunings that reinforce the tonic and dominant pitches or triads.
Two of the Glorious sonatas are in C major, normally a fairly resonant
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key with its dominant reinforced by the open G-string.

These C major

sonatas are made even more resonant through' the use of c'-e'-g’-c" and
g-c'-g'-d" tunings.

The remaining Sonata #3 in b minor would normally

be fairly resonant through its relationship to D major» and Biber's use
of a b-f#'-b'-d" tuning makes the sonata even more sonorous.
interesting

to note

that

the majority of

It is also

these Joyful and Glorious

sonatas are in the major mode, normally considered "brighter" than the
minor mode.
In contrast, the Sorrowful "Mystery Sonatas," as a group, do not
exploit the natural resonance of the violin.
in fact, are in F and B

Two of the five sonatas,

major, keys that are not reinforced by any of

the open strings on a normally tuned violin.

Although Biber makes these

keys more resonant through his tunings, they require major alterations
of the original strings.

As a result, the violin is made more resonant,

but it sounds less like a violin.
Sonata #6 demonstrates one of Biber's most interesting tuning/key
relationships.
tuning

The

sonata is

reinforces neither the

unresonant

result

is

in c minor,

and Biber's a^ -e^ '-g'-d"

tonic note nor

particularly

appropriate

the

tonic

triad.

for

the mood

of

The
this

sonata that represents "Christ on the Mount of Olives," the first of the
Sorrowful Mysteries.

The use of the "darker" minor mode is also appro¬

priate for this Mystery, which is in striking contrast to the A major
sonority of the preceding Joyful Mystery #5.

In fact, the majority of

the Sorrowful sonatas are in minor keys.
Biber used the colorlstlc effects made possible by the scordatura
tunings
strings,

to

reinforce

especially

the characteristic

sound of

those that have been altered,

each sonata.

Open

are used whenever
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possible.

One particularly striking example of the use of open strings

is the first movement of Sonata #12.
sonata

uses

the

open

strings

of

The fanfare-like opening of this

the

c'-e'-g'-c"

tuning

almost

ex¬

clusively, as seen in Example 7.

7a)

as written

7b)

as it sounds

Ex. 7

Biber's Mystery Sonata #12, mm. 2-3
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Biber also wrote unisons with these altered strings to reinforce
the characteristic sound even more.

His use of

alterations between

stopped and open strings is especially striking, as seen in Example 8.

8a)

as written
Tl

8b)
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Ex. 8.

Biber's Mystery Sonata #7.
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Although Biber emphasizes the coloristic side of scordatura in the
"Mystery Sonatas," he does not neglect the technical benefits of the
technique.

He exploits the multiple-stop potential of

the different
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tunings, creating chords that would be impossible on a normally tuned
violin.

This is similar to

the

technique described in the previous

discussion of Sonatae violino solo.
The most

interesting technical benefits

that Biber achieves are

those directly related to particularly unusual tunings.

The g-g'-d’-d"

tuning of Sonata #11, for example, is directly related to a technical
effect used in the sonata.

The octave-fifth-octave intervals of this

tuning facilitate the playing of the melody "Surrexit Christus hodie" in
octaves, as seen in Example 9.

9a)

as played with ) u &
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IITVIHO m/ ' &
OXU vL Oc fLUuJLUg
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9b)

as played with ) \v
noiuiai tuning j ) #
X
TT ^
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n
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i

Ex. 9.
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Biber's Sonata #11.
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Sonata #13 also uses its unusual a-e'-c#"-e" tuning to produce a
special technical effect.

The intervals between e',

used to play trills in thirds and sixths.

c#",

and e" are

This technical effect would

require difficult 1-3 and 2-4 finger alteration in normal tuning, but
the same effect, with Biber's tuning,
fingers as seen in Example 10.

requires only first and second
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10a) with Biber's
tuning

10b) with normal
tuning

Ex. 10.

BiDer's Mystery sonata via,

mm. w-io.

Sonatae vlollno solo and the "Mystery Sonatas," as Biber's earliest
scordatura

works,

provide

a

basis

Artlflcloso-Arlosa can be studied.

from

which

the

later

Harmonla

Biber's use of the coloristlc and

technical benefits of scordatura in these early works also appear in the
later trio sonatas of Harmonla.
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FOOTNOTES

For a summary of the arguments for and against this date, see
Elias Dann, "Heinrich Biber and the Seventeenth Century Violin" (Ph.D.
dissertation, Columbia University, 1968), pp. 35-38.

2

Although Dann states that the title Passagalla is used in the
manuscript in Dann, "Heinrich Biber," p. 312, the title given in DTP
XII/2, vol. 25 will be used.

3
Heinrich Biber, Acht Violinsonaten, ed. Guido Adler, Denkm3ler der
Tonkunst in Osterreich, vol. 11 (Vienna: 1893; reprint ed., Graz:
Akademische Druck-U.
Verlagsanstalt, 1959).
Heinrich Biber, Sechzehn
Violinsonaten, ed. Erwin Luntz, DenkmHler der Tonkunst in Osterreich,
vol. 25 (Vienna: 1905; reprint ed., Graz: Akademische Druck-U.
Verlagsanstalt, 1959).
^Original tuning g-g'-d'-d", misinterpreted g-d'-g'-d".
^Max
Schneider,
"Zu Biber's Violinsonaten,"
Zeitschrift
Intemationalen Musik-Gesellschaft 8 (1906-7): 471-473.

der

^Guido
Adler,
"Zu
Biber*s
Violinsonaten,"
Intemationalen Musik-Gesellschaft 9 (1907-8): 29-30.

der

7

Biber,
part, p. 21.

Acht Violinsonaten,

supplement,

p.

4;

Zeitschrift

transcribed violin

g
David D.
1963): 402.

Boyden,

[record

review],

Musical

Quarterly

49

(July

9
ibid.
^Reprinted in DTP, vol. 11, unnumbered pagination.
^*Based on the author's experiments with a gut-strung violin in
seventeenth-century condition.
^Biber, DTP, vol. 11, p. 54.
^Dann, "Heinrich Biber," p. 249.
^Heinrich Biber, Missa Sfc^ Henrlci, ed. Guido Adler, PenkmHler der
Tonkunst in Osterreich, vol. 49 (Vienna: 1923: reprint ed., Graz:
Akademische Druck-U. Verlagsanstalt, 1960), p. 14.
15

Biber, DTP, vol. 11, p. 57.

l6

Ibid., p. 36.

17

Ibid., p. 37.
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18

Originally, "Honor! XV Sacrorum
DTP, vol. 25, unnumbered pagination.

Mysteriorum,"

reproduced

19

Gustav Beckmann, Das Violinspiel in Deutschland vor
(Leipzig: 1918), p. 69, cited in Dann, "Heinrich Biber," p. 31.

20

Eugen
235-236.

Schmitz,

"Bibers

Rosenkranzsonaten,"

21

Muslea

in

1700

5 (1951):

Eduard Melkus, program notes to Heinrich Biber: 15 Sonatas and
Passacaglla (Hamburg: Archiv Production 198-422/23, 1967).
22

Biber, DTP, vol. 25, p. 58.

23

Ibid., p. 32.

24

Ibid., p. 55.

25

Ibid., p. 62.

CHAPTER 5
BIBER'S HARMONIA ARTIFICIOSO-ARIOSA
The Print

*

According to all evidence, no manuscript of the score or parts for
Biber's Harmonia Artlficioso-Arlosa exists.

The earliest known mention

of the work, in Johann Walther's Musikalische Lexicon (1732), lists only
a print published by Wolfgang Endter in Nürnberg.*
teenth- and

twentieth-century

Moser, and Paul Nettl

2

scholars

such as

Research

by

Guido Adler,

lists only the Nürnberg source.

nine¬

Andreas

Elias Dann, the

most recent Biber scholar, found no evidence of a manuscript during his
3
research in Czechoslovakia, Austria, and Germany.
The only known extant print, from the Nürnberg

engraving,

is

preserved at the NiedersHchsische Staats- und Universitütsblbliothek
GUttingen, West Germany.
dition.

Fortunately,

in

the print is in excellent con¬

Microfilm copies of the three part-books served as the source

4
for the Denkmüler der Tonkunst in Osterrelch edition of Harmonia.
In 1934,
Salzburg,

Ernst Meyer claimed that a second print,

existed in the St.

Mauritus Archive in Kromeriz.^

dictory evidence seems to disprove this assertion.
of the collection at

published in

the archive,

Contra¬

A printed catalogue

compiled six years before Meyer's

claim, makes no mention of a Harmonia print.^

The only other mention of

this second print, in the Revislonsbericht of DTÜ's edition of Harmonia,
is through a secondary source—Meyer.^

Dann,

in his

studies at the

g
Kromeriz Archive in 1964, found no sign of a Harmonia print.
Although

all

the

scholarly

work

on

Harmonia

is

based

on

Nürnberg print located at GBttingen, this single copy has produced a
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the
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multitude of scholarly contradictions and debates.

Even the most basic

information, such as the name of the work and the date of publication,
has been subject to misrepresentation and disagreement.
The original title of the work reads HARMONIA/ARTIF1CI0S0-ARI0SA/
Diverslmodè accordata/ et/ In Septem Partes vel Partitas distributa/ à
3.

Instrumentis, a curious mixture of Latin, Italian, and French (see

9
Appendix,
the

Ex.

title

is

3).

correctly

Commonly
reproduced

shortened
in Walther's

to

Harmonia

Lexicon

,

and Moser's

article "Die Violin-Skordatur."^
Unfortunately,
which alters

the

original heading.

the

incorrect

title

Harmonia

Artificiosa-Arlosa,

ending of artificioso,

is more

prevalent

than the

The origin of this altered title appears to be Guido

Adler's preface to the DTP

edition

of

Sonatae

Although Adler's source was the Nürnberg print,

violino
he

solo

quotes

in

1898.

the altered

title without comment, as if it were the original heading.
Since Adler does not note the change of the title, it is unclear
whether

the

change was

a mistake

or

a

deliberate

alteration.

The

change, if intentional, appears to "correct" the ending of artificioso,
so that it would agree with the endings of harmonia and ariosa.

In

Latin construction, however, the ending of artificioso is correct in its
original form.
only

In the hyphenated adjective artificloso-ariosa, it is

the ending of

the

final ariosa

that must

agree with

the noun

harmonia.^
Unfortunately, the incorrect title Harmonia Artificiosa-Ariosa has
been reinforced through its use by scholars such as Meyer, Nettl, and
Reidinger.

Since Meyer's title is in reference to the Salzburg print as

well as to the Nürnberg print, it is possible that the altered artifl-
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cioso appears in the Salzburg copy.

However, Meyer is still guilty of

not reproducing the correct title of the NUrnberg edition.

13

The dissemination of the incorrect title is mainly the result of
the DTP edition of Harmonla in 1956,

edited by Nettl and Reidinger.

Unlike the DTP edition of Sonatae violino solo, which includes a repro¬
duction of the original title page, the Harmonia edition provides only a
typed copy of the frontispiece in the Revislonsbericht.

Although this

copy accurately reproduced the spacing and capitalization of the NUrn¬
berg source, the ending of the original artificloso was changed without
comment.

14

Many scholars who have based their work on this edition,

including Dann and Boyden, have repeated the error.
The publication date of Harmonla, unlike the title of the work,
cannot be precisely determined.

Since a date does not appear on the

frontispiece, scholars have suggested possibilities ranging from 1693^
to

1712.^

Fortunately,

the title page provides a clue in the line

"Quondam Dapiferum et Capellae Magistrum."

Adler and Moser were the

first to deduce that "quondam," meaning roughly "who once was," Implied
a posthumous publication date.

18

Biber died in 1704, but evidence points to a later date of publi¬
cation.

Hennig GroB's Verzeichnls der in den Frankfurter und Lelpzlger

Messkatalogen der Jahre 1564 bis 1759 angezeighten Musikalien points to
a date as late as 1712.

19

The publisher Wolfgang Endter's death in 1704

does not invalidate this late date, for his heirs continued his name in
publications until 1726.
Fortunately,
Appendix,

the

Example 4),

20
engraving

itself

bound

three

in

is

clear

part-books

and

accurate

labeled

Violino

(see
I,
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Violino II, and Basso.

The £irst violin part-book contains violin parts

for Partias 1-3, 5, 6; the viola part for Partia 4; and a viola d'amore
part

for Partia

7.

The

second part-book contains violin parts

Partias 1-6 and a viola d'amore part for Partia 7.

for

This format suggests

that the violin soloists, possibly including the composer himself, may
have been proficient on the viola and viola d'amore as well as the
violin.
Both the violin and viola parts are in hand-grip notation, except
for Partia 6 which uses normal tuning.

The viola d'amore parts, also in

hand-grip notation, are written on a practical nine-line staff.

This

staff is marked by a F clef and a C clef, with a G clef added when
necessary (see Appendix, Example 5).

The performer reads the part as if

the strings of the viola d'amore were tuned F-c-g-d'-a'-e", a combina¬
tion

of

the

(g-d'-a'-e")

tenor violin
tunings.

21

(F-c-g-d'),

The

viola

hand-grip

(c-g-d'-a'),

notation makes

and violin

the

necessary

baroque

practice.

transpositions for Biber's c-g-c'-e^'-g'-c" tuning.
In

all

part-books,

accidentals

reflect

early

Added sharps and flats apply only to the first note they alter in a bar
and must be repeated for any non-adjacent occurrence of the same acci¬
dental.

Also, sharps and flats are used in place of natural signs to

cancel out previous accidentals.
Key signatures, which appear only in the normal notation of the
bass part, are a mixture of partial and complete markings.

Partias 1,

3-5, and 7 all have incomplete key signatures, lacking a single flat or
sharp.

The

missing

accidentals

are

always

added

within

the

part.

Partia 2 in b minor and Partia 6 in D major are both represented by
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complete key signatures.

A second F# Is added to the first space under

the staff as well.
The bar lines are Inconsistent throughout the print, varying within
a part as well as between the three parts.

The lines are not used to

mark measures as In traditional usage, although they virtually always
appear at a place where a traditional bar line would stand.

Instead,

these lines appear to be used only as a visual aid in grouping musical
material.

The DenkmHler der Tonkunst in Osterrelch Edition
Paul Nettl and Friedrich Reidinger's edition of Harmonla

, pub-

lished in the Denkmïler der Tonkunst in Osterrelch series in 1956,
a great improvement over the earlier DTP
violino

solo

Harmonla
errors

and

edition

to be

the
is

"Mystery
excellent;

Sonatas".

editions
The

unfortunately,

considered a reliable performing

of

Biber’s

general
it

or

is

Sonatae

format of

contains

score

22

too

the
many

an accurate

scholarly tool.
The edition provides only a score; but it contains the solo parts
in their original hand-grip notation,

the solo parts transcribed into

regular notation, and a continuo realization over the original bass line
and figures.

This format facilitates the study of the entire composi¬

tion through the transcriptions, while simultaneously allowing compar¬
ison between the original and transcribed solo parts.
Editorial additions and alterations were handled well.

The con¬

tinuo realization was printed in smaller notes, and added accidentals
were placed in parentheses, following traditional editorial practices.
The editorial decision to abandon the original nine-line staff and three
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clefs of Partla VII's viola d'amore parts in the transcription seems to
be a practical move.

The change to a five-line staff and the C clef

(with only occasional use of

the G clef)

facilitates

reading

for a

modern performer and scholar; at the same time, it does not alter the
composer's intentions.
DTP's reconstruction of a missing measure in the second violin part
of the Praeludium in Partia II is also commendable.
measure,

The reconstructed

derived from the imitation between the two violins and the

harmonic structure of the passage, is an excellent solution.
Unfortunately,

other aspects of the edition are weak.

glaring error is the use of an incorrect title.

UnlversitStsbibllothek in Gttttingen,

clearly

states

StaatsHarmonia

und
Artifi-

DTP gives the altered title without explanation.

Transcription errors

are

frequent.

Pitch,

note value,

figures, and slurring discrepancies between the print and DTP
found.

The most

The source for DTP's

edition, the NUrnberg print from the NiedersHchsische

closo-Arlosa.

23

continuo
can

be

There are also errors in DTP's transcriptions from the original

hand-grip notation into regular notation.
Although

the

Revisionsberlcht

states

that

"the

beautiful

and

carefully executed Endter print hardly needs correction,there are
times when adjustments are needed.

In many cases, the editors declined

to make the necessary corrections.

The Ciacona of Partia III, with the

two violins in canon throughout the movement, is an excellent illustra¬
tion.

In the original print, Biber (or the engraver) left out a slur in

the second violin part that is clearly seen in the first violin part
four measures later.
make the correction

Although this is obviously an error, DTP

did

not
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The continuo realization,

although fairly accurate,

occasionally

contains notes that were not expressed in the original figures.
number

of

the

performance.
tion

that

realizations

seem "academic”

rather

than

Also, a

oriented

to

The Gigue of Partia II, for example, is given a realiza-

places

a

full

chord

on

every

eighth note.

25

This

seems

completely inappropriate for the fast, light, imitative character of the
movement.
Although the DTP edition of Harmonia does not need massive revi¬
sion,

its

errors

need

reliable and accurate.

to be

corrected before

it

can be considered

Also, parts could well be added,

so that the

work could be used as a performing edition as well as an academic tool.

Format and- Structure
Harmonia Artlficioso-Ariosa consists of seven suites for two solo
instruments

and basso
is

for

continuo.

Five

of

a violin and viola,

these

suites

and one

is

are
for

for

violins,

one

d'amore.

Scordatura tunings are required in all but the sixth suite.

two

two viole

All seven of the Harmonia suites open with a movement entitled
Sonata, Praeludium, or Intrada, which is typically followed by a number
of dance movements.

Most of

the suites also end with a contrasting

movement that varies from free-form movements over a bass pedal point to
large scale variation structures.
A brief outline of each suite will be given below, followed by a
discussion of the special features of the work:
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PARTIA I
key: d minor
soloists: two violins tuned a e' a' d"
Sonata (Adagio-Presto-Adagio)
Allamande
Gigue
Variatio 1
Variatio 2 (Presto)
Aria
Sarabande
Variatio 1
Variatio 2
Finale (Presto)

Partia I exemplifies Biber's construction of the suites in Harmonia
with its opening Sonata,
closing Finale.
unity

and

dance movements

(some with variations), and

The Sonata is an excellent example of Biber's formal

balance.

The

opening

homophonie

adagio,

followed

by

an

Imitative presto section, is repeated, in shortened form, in the final
adagio.
The first variation of the Gigue demonstrates the equality of the
two solo instruments.

The traditional repeat signs of a binary struc¬

ture could not be used in this variation,
parts at the "repeat."

for the two violins switch

The variation must be completely written out, so

each violin gets to play the sixteenth-note passagework as well as the
less demanding accompanimental line.
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PARTIA II
key: b minor
soloists: two violins tuned b f#' b' d"
Praeludium
Allamande
Variatio
Balletto
Aria (Presto)
Gigue (Presto)

The Praeludium is an interesting example of Biber's use of contrast
within a single movement.

Violinistic passagework marked piano domi¬

nates the first half of the movement, interrupted by short homophonie
#
statements marked forte. In the second half of the movement, the forte
sections predominate.
Other interesting features of the suite occur in the Allamande and
the

Aria.

The

repeated

sections

of

the

Allamande^

variation

are

written out, as seen in Partia I, but these sections are not identical.
The result is a "variation within a variation,"

The structure of the

Aria differs from the traditional dance form, for it is divided into
three repeated sections rather than two.

PARTIA III
key: A major
soloists: two violins tuned a e* a' e"
Praeludium (Allegro)
Allamande
Amener (Presto)
Balletto
Gigue
Ciacona (Canon in unisono)

79
The Amener, a rarely used dance, is the most unusual movement of
Partia II,

The Amener is a triple meter dance, from the French word

meaning "to lead."

J J. J'
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This example is characterized by a distinctive

rhythm.

The highpoint of Partia III is the Ciacona, whose four-measure bass
line is repeated thirty-four times with varying harmonies.

The violins,

in a brilliant display of compositional technique, are in canon at the
unison four bars apart over the ostinato bass.

The movement's opening,

as seen below, displays Biber's integration of the three lines and his
mastery of canonic and ostinato techniques.

The bass line opens the

movement alone, stating the chaconne theme after a one-measure intro¬
duction.

The violin entrances, at measures four and eight, imitate the

opening four measures of the bass, as well as being in canon with each
other.

Violin I
Violin II

$

7

Continuo

Pi
Ex. 1.

rr

il

m
àgU
P

U
lo

Biber's Partia III, Ciacona, mm
transcribed at pitch.

¥

4» t»

1-8
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PARTIA IV
key: E major
soloists: violin tuned b** e* * b*' e‘>"
viola tuned e^ b ^ e^' b^'
Sonata (Adagio-Allegro-Adagio)
Allamande
Trezza (Presto)
Aria
Canario
Gigue (Presto)
Pollicinello (Presto)

This

suite

is unusual in having two different

violin and viola, as soloists.

instruments,

the

Structurally, the suite is distinguished

by three unusual dances—the Trezza, Canario, and the Pollicinello.
The Trezza, a dance that appears primarily in seventeenth-century
German suites, is similar to a courante or gaillard.
the

dance

hemiolas,

resembles
and

a French courante with

freely contrapuntal

texture.

its

28
6/4

In this example,
time

The Canario,

signature,
a dance of

jumping and stamping of heels, is musically characterized by energetic
and

syncopated

Italian jester,

rhythms.

29

The

Pollicinello,

from

the

name

is characterized by "crooked" musical lines.

of
30

example is a short, eight measure movement in a presto 12/8 meter.

PARTIA V
key: g minor
soloists: two violins tuned g d* a' d"
Intrada (Alla breve)
Aria (Adagio)
Balletto (Presto)
Glgue
Passacaglia

the
This
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As in Partis III, the ending ostinato structure is the highlight of
the suite.

Biber uses a four-note bass line, repeated forty-two times,

as the base for imaginative melodic and harmonic variations.

Points of

special interest occur in the eighteenth through twentieth variations,
approximately the middle of the movement.
violin has

a

long

chromatic

chromaticsm in Biber's works.

line,

one

In this section, the second
of

the

rare

appearances

of

Also, this section contains what may be

one of the first appearances of the Neapolitan sixth chord,

31

as seen in

Example 2.

Violin I

m$

n

n

Violin 2

Continuo

i

h"

Ô'

i

S 4» b

Ex. 2.

7
S

S <o(o

Vt»
If

S'

Biber's Partia V, Passacaglia, mm. 71-6,
transcribed at pitch.

PARTIA VI
key: D maj or
soloists: two violins tuned g d' a' e"
Praeludium
Aria

(Adagio-Allegro)

Thirteen Variations
Finale

±±y.

$

?

it

m

Irk

>3

&
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The opening Praeludium is distinguished by its use of "harpeggio"
in the thirty-nine measure allegro section.

This technique, a quick

chordal arpeggiation over three strings, is used with striking effect in
the movement.

The thirty-second note momentum never ceases, as the two

violins alternate, overlap, and play the "harpeggio" figures together;
The Aria and its thirteen variations, as the main focus of the
suite,

replace

opening theme,

the

traditional

succession

of

dance

movements.

The

first played by the second violin,

is melodically and

harmonically developed in the following variations.

The bass line that

harmonizes

the

opening

theme,

which

also

appears

throughout

the

variations, contains a short passage in imitation of the theme, as seen
in Example 3.

Violin 1

Cf
Violin 2

Continuo

J}

- 0-

¥

im Ètâë
1 Ê

»
zz

S’ fc

i

p

Ex. 3. Biber's Partia VI, Aria, mm. 1-4

2

i
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PARTIA VII
key: c minor
soloists: two viole d'amore tuned c g c' e ' g’ c"
Praeludlum (Grave-Presto/Adagio)
Allamande
Sarabande
Gigue (Presto)
Aria
Trezza
Arietta Variata

This suite is unusual in its instrumentation for two viole d'amore.
There is little extant seventeenth-century music for the viola d'amore,
and it appears that this suite is possibly the first important composition for the instrument.
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The main movement of the suite, the Arietta Variata, is neither as
complex nor as well integrated among

the

three voices as the final

variation structures of the other suites.

The movement opens with a

solitary eight-bar bass line, which is repeated.

The two viole d'amore

enter to play the first variation, a simple homophonie statement.
more

variation

of

increasing

the unchanging bass line.

complexity

follow,

all

built

Ten
over

The simple, homophonie version of the first

variation returns as the final variation, producing an unexpected calm
conclusion.

The Use of Scordatura
The essence of Harmonia Artiflcioso-Ariosa is sonority.
choice
tunings

of
all

instrumentation,
reflect

his

compositional

desire

to

techniques,

produce

a

fuller

and
sound

possible in Sonatae violino solo and the "Mystery Sonatas."

Biber’s

scordatura
than was

84
Biber's

use

of

two

solo

Instruments»

Instead

of

only

one,

immediately doubles the potential sound.

Also, each instrument responds

to

to

the

other's

vibrations

as

well

as

its

own,

reinforcing

the

frequencies that are produced.
His writing for the two solo Instruments also helps produce a full
'sonority.

Although there are many examples of single line writing in

Harmonla,

thick passages of multiple stops and imitative counterpoint

predominate.
But it is the technique of scordatura that Biber uses to increase
the sonority to the greatest extent.

All of the tunings of Harmonla,

unlike those of the "Mystery Sonatas," make the violin (and viola) more
resonant.
such

as

Harmonla

There are no spectacular scordatura displays
the

octave writing of Mystery

tunings

can

be

produced

with

Sonata
the

#11,

gut

in Harmonla,

and

strings

all
in

of

the

normal

position.
Biber (or the engraver) placed the tuning for each suite at the
beginning of

each composition,

tuning of Partia VI.

indicating even the normal g-d'-a'-e"

Each tuning is labeled accord, from the Italian

accordare ("to tune").

These practices indicate that all the tunings

were considered equal and that none were considered mis-tunings.

All of

the suites that use scordatura are written in hand-grip notation.
Although Partia VII is written with the same accord marking and the
same principles of hand-grip notation as the other suites, it should not
be considered in a discussion of scordatura.
this

suite,

seventeenth

two

viole

century.

d'amore,
Therefore,

The solo instruments for

had

no

standardized

it

is

inaccurate

tuning
to

speak

in
of

the
a
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scordatura tuning for the instrument.

Although Partia VII will not be

considered in this discussion, the parallels between its triadic tuning
and those of the scordatura violin and viola deserve further attention.
In the five scordatura suites, Biber used the same tuning for both
solo

violins,

instruments.

which

helps

In Partia IV,

reinforce

the

overtones

of

the

two

the only suite for two different instru¬

ments, the three similar strings of the violin and viola are tuned to
the same pitches.

The one string that is not shared, the low c of the

viola and the high e" of the violin, are both tuned to the same note
(although two octaves apart).
All of Biber's tunings improve the response of the gut strings of
the seventeenth-century violin.

Four of the five altered tunings raise

the thick and unresponsive G- and D-strings, making them thinner and
more responsive.

Only two of the tunings raise the responsive A-string,

while four of the tunings lower the fragile E-string.

In Partia IV, all

of the viola's strings are raised, which makes the instrument brighter
and more responsive.

Possibly,

this tuning was employed to make the

viola sound and respond more like the violin.
All

of

Biber's

increase the sonority.

tuning/key

relationships,

in

Example

4,

Four of the suites are in the naturally resonant

keys of D major/minor, A major, and g minor.
in b minor and E

shown

The two remaining suites,

major, are made more brilliant by raising at least

three of the strings of the solo instruments.
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Partia

Tuning

I

a-e’-a'-d"

d minor

II

b-fiP-b'-d"

b minor

III

a-e'-a’-e"

A major

*£L

L

vln: bl’-e^-bU-eU
via: e^-b^-e^'-b^'

IV

E

major

V

g_d»_a'_d»

g minor

VI

g-d'-a'-e"

D major

Ex. 4. Tuning/key relationsips in Harmonia.

The tonie and dominant of each suite's key are reinforced by all of
Biber's tunings.
of

only

the

The tunings of Partia III and IV, for example, consist

tonic and

dominant

for

their

respective keys.

Triadic

tunings are rare in Harmonia, occurring only in the b-f#'-b'-d" tuning
of Partia II.
A comparison of the scordatura tunings of the violin in Harmonia
with

those

enlightening.

of

the
A

"Mystery

chart

of

Sonatas"

these

and

Sonatae

tuning/key

violino

solo

is

relationships,

seen

in

Example 5» shows that each tuning was associated with particular keys.
It is also interesting to note that all but one of the "Mystery Sonatas"
represented in the chart are from the Joyful and Glorious Mysteries.
These Mysteries, musically represented by bright, resonant sonorities,
are much more in line with the tonal goals of Harmonia than the dark,
less resonant sounds of the Sorrowful Mysteries.
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tuning

Mysteries

Sonatae

I (d)

XIV (D)

IV (D)

b-fr-b’-d"

II (b)

HI (b)

a-e'-a'-e"

HI (A)

II (A)

Harmonia

a_e'-a’-d"

b^-e^'-b^ *-e^"

IV (Et)

g-d'-a'-d"

V (g)

Ex. 5.

X (g)

VI (c,g)

Comparison of Biber's scordatura tunings.

Although Biber's scordatura tunings in Harmonia are used primarily
to increase the overall resonance of the solo instruments, they are also
used to produce special sonorities that are only possible with altered
tunings.

These

sonorities

Include

unisons

and

bariolage

with

the

altered open strings, certain three- and four-note chords, and the sound
of the altered open strings themselves.
Open

strings

are

always more

resonant

than stopped notes

on a

non-fretted instrument, and Blber uses the extra sonority of these open
strings to great advantage in Harmonia.

All but one of the movements in

the six suites open and/or conclude with at least one open string in the
solo instruments.

The one exception, the Balletto of Partia V, begins

and ends with an open string in the continuo cello or viola da gamba.
These open strings, especially when used to end a movement, produce a
ringing quality that is impossible to achieve with a stopped note.
Biber
effect.

also

uses

open

strings

in

mid-composition

for

striking

In the final Passacaglia of Partia V, the open d" of the second

violin proclaims the beginning of the twenty-seventh variation, as seen
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in Example 6.

This variation, which occurs at approximately the golden

mean of thé movement, is the climax of the Passacaglia.
6a)

as it sounds

6b)

as it is played
with Biber's
g-d'-a'-d" tuning

Ex. 6.

Biber's Partia V, Passacaglia, mm. 109-10.

Unisons that employ one of the altered strings of the scordatura
tunings are used throughout Harmonia.

Partia I and V exploit the open

d" of their tunings; Partia II utilizes its open f#', b' and d"; Partia
III employs its open e", and Partia IV uses its open e** ' and b^'

to

create resonant unisons.
Partia I is an excellent example of Biber's use of unisons with the
altered strings.

All six movements of this suite end with a unison d"

made possible by Biber's a-e'-a'-d" tuning, and the use of the unison a'
is also found.

The opening of the fourth movement Aria,

Example 7, contains four a' and d" unisons.

as seen in

The opening motif, which

begins with a unison d" in the first violin, is imitated by the second
violin and the basso continuo.

These unison and octave reinforcements

of the opening d" produce a thick sonority.
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Ex. 7.

Bariolage,

Biber's Partia I, Aria, mm. 1-6,
reproduced at pitch.

the alternation between stopped and open strings,

also found in Harmonia.
for normally

. . *
r
ï

is

Biber used this coloristic device in Partia VI

tuned violins

(Praeludium,

measures

3

and

7),

but

the

technique is much more effective when used in conjunction with scordatura tunings.

When these two techniques are used together, the sound of

the altered strings combines with the contrasting sound of stopped and
open notes to produce a multi-dimensional coloristic effect.

Example 8
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demonstrates

the use

of bariolage

and

scordatura

in Partia V.

The

bariolage on d" is made possible by Biber's g-d'-a'-d" tuning.

8a)

as it sounds

Violin I

Violin 2

8b)

as it is played
with Biber's
g-d'-a'-d" tuning

Although the use of the imitative aspect of scordatura is rare in
Biber's work,

it does appear in the opening Intrada of Partia V.

In

this movement, Biber used fanfare motifs with his g-d'-a'-d" tuning to
imitate

the

sound of

trumpets,

as

seen

in

Example

9.

The

fanfare

motifs,

limited to the intervals that a natural trumpet could produce
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from the harmonic series, consist of a repeated open d" and a perfect
fourth.

oljbe, t>rcvC-

9a)

as it sounds

>
J.
7/
L
XT r
Vj
r
9b)

as it is played
with Biber's
g-d'-a'-d" tuning

Ex. 9.
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Biber's Partia V, Intrada, 2nd violin, mm. 1-2.

The use of scordatura to ease the difficulties of multiple stopping
is

found throughout Harmonla.

In Biber's five altered tunings, over

half of the intervals between the open strings are smaller than the
traditional perfect fifth.

These smaller intervals facilitate multiple

stopping by creating less awkward left-hand fingerings.
esting to note that Partia VI,

It is inter¬

the only suite in normal tuning, uses

very few multiple stops.
Biber used these tunings to facilitate many double,
quadruple stops that would normally be extremely awkward.

triple, and

Many of these

chords, shown in Example 10, would require difficult extensions and/or
fingering in high positions on the lower strings if played with normal
tuning.

Through Biber's use of scordatura tunings, these multiple stops

are made easier and more sonorous by the use of open strings and by the
use of lower position playing on the higher strings.
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*

10a) as played with
with normal
tuning
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V J # *

10b) as played with
Biber's altered
tunings
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Ex. 10.

Multiple stops facilitated by Biber's
scordatura tunings.

The scordatura tunings in Harmonia are also used to play quadruple
stops that would be impossible to reproduce on a normally tuned violin.
The four notes of these chords as seen in Example 11, would normally lie
on the three lower strings of the violin, making them impossible to play
as a four-note unit.

With Biber's altered tunings,

sonorous

execute

strings.

and

easy

to

through

the

use

of

these chords are
the

altered

open
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lia) as played with
with normal
tuning

1

—
*

XI

lib) as played with
Biber's a-e'-a'-d"
tuning
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Ex. 11.

Quadruple stops made possible by Biber's
scordatura tunings.

The way Biber used chordal writing in the Harmonia suites is more
interesting than the chords themselves.

In Example 12, Biber employs

two- and four-note stops to produce the exciting opening of Partia III.
Although all of

these chords

could be produced on a normally tuned

violin, Biber's a-e'-a'-e" tuning gives extra resonance to these A major
chords.

The

two violins

open

in

double

stop

imitation,

together to form a sonorous conclusion to the statement.

Ex. 12.

Biber's Partia III, Praeludium, mm. 1-10,
reproduced at pitch.

then

join
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The double stops of Example 12 are used to play homophonie chords,
even though the different stem directions suggest that they were also
considered two separate lines.
writing with double stops is

A more pronounced example of multi-line
seen in the Sonata of Fartia IV.

The

Allegro section of this movement is in five-part imitation, as seen in
Example 13.
The double stops of this section represent the two separate lines,
for each of the soloists plays two of the voices.

Violin

ÜJjJJ ■ ^ ^ ^ J J J
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- - (ff\ f f f f f f
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K
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i
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=
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1
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£

S

3 + 3

Ex. 13.
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\

— JU

(a io I»

Biber's Partia IV, Sonata, mm. 11-19, reproduced at pitch.
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Example

12

and

13

demonstrate

that

Biber

did

not

produce

greater sonorities of Harmonia through the use of scordatura alone.

the
His

use of dense chordal passages and thick imitative textures contribute to
the increased sonority of Harmonia as much as the scordatura tunings do.
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CONCLUSION
Scordatura appears
Sonatas,"

in only

Sonatae violino solo,

three of Biber's works—the "Mystery
and Harmonia Artificioso-Ariosa.

All

three of these works require one or two virtuoso soloists, one of whom
was probably the composer himself in the original performance.

Scorda¬

tura is not found in any of Biber's larger ensemble works, implying that
Biber considered scordatura a virtuosic, soloistic technique.
Although Biber's
gether,

three scordatura works are usually grouped to¬

each set used the altered tunings for fundamentally different

reasons.

The "Mystery Sonatas" used scordatura to produce various tone

colors, for each of its fifteen accompanied sonatas requires a different
tuning.

These tone colors range from the sonorous "Annunciation Sonata"

to the comparatively unresonant "Christ on the Mount of Olives."

Only

two of the eight sonatas of Sonatae violino solo use scordatura, and the
technique

appears

to have been used

as

one

of

the many visual and

technical experiments of the set.
In contrast, Harmonia Artificioso-Ariosa used scordatura primarily
to increase the sonority of the work.

All of its tunings make the solo

instruments more resonant, and all of the scordatura effects, such as
unisons and multiple stops, Increase the amount of sound produced.
But
Harmonia.

scordatura alone could not
Biber's

choice

of

key,

produce

the

sonorous

instrumentation,

and

results of
texture

all

contributed to the full sound çf the work, as well as to the general
musical interest of the set.

In turn, scordatura was used to delineate

formal structure, as seen in the Passacaglia of Partia V, as well as to
increase the sonority.
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It

is

this

integration

of

instrumentation,

texture,

form,

and

technique that makes Harmonia an excellent example of Biber's compo¬
sitional skill.

This skill, demonstrated in all the suites of the work,

is what makes Harmonia Artificloso-Ariosa a musical success as well as a
scordatura triumph.
It Is unfortunate that Harmonia Artificioso-Ariosa is not available
in a reliable modern edition, for scholarship and performance require an
accurate reproduction of the work.

The only available edition,

lished in the DenkmSler der Tonkunst in Osterrelch
with

error.

These mistakes

range

from

transcription

incorrect statement of the title of the work.
with

parts

is

needed

to

facilitate

series,

both

is

errors

pub¬

fraught
to

the

A reliable modern edition
future

scholarship

and

performance of Harmonia Artificioso-Ariosa.
Future

scholarship

is worthwhile,

for

the work is an excellent

example of Biber's writing and is one of the rare examples of scordatura
for two solo instruments.
cioso-Ariosa

expands

the

For the modern violinist, Harmonia Artifi¬
repertory

of

seventeenth-century

provides a challenging and rewarding musical experience

music

and

APPENDIX
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Ex. 1.

Comparison of baroque violin (top)
and modern violin (bottom).

From Adam Paul, "The Violin, including
The Baroque Violin," in Making Musical
Instruments, ed. Charles Ford (New York:
Pantheon Books, 1979), pp. 94-5.

Ex. 2.

Mr. Reading's Ground.

From John Playford, ed. The Division
Violin, 2nd ed. (London: John Playford
1685), p. 1; microfilm reproduction from
English Book 1641-1700 (Ann Arbor, Michigan:
University Microfilms);
Film PR 1105 .U51
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Frontispiece of Heinrich Biber's
Harmonia Artificioso-Ariosa.

Facsimile of the original Nürnberg print
provided by the NiedersMchsische Staats- und
UniversitMtsbibliothek. Güttingen, West Germany.

Ex. 4.

Heinrich Biber’s Harmonia
Articioso-Ariosa» Partia I,
Book I, p. 1,
Facsimile of the original
Nllmberg print provided by
the NiedersHchsische Staatsund UniversitHtsbibliothak,
GUttingen, West Germany.

Ex. 5.

Heinrich Biber's Harmonia
Artificioso-Ariosa, Partia VII,
Part Book I, p. 26.
Facsimile of the original Nürnberg
print provided by the Niedersïchslsche
Staats- und UniversltStsbibliothek,
Güttingen, West Germany.
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